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PAMA PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM

0800 262963
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FREEPHONE ORDERLINE
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Pama
JkS^

uniden 100

One of the most popular Mobile Rigs
around. It has excellent sensitivity
and anti 'bleed over' facility of the 200.

uniden 200

One of the best mobiles around with

R.F. gain, tone control and other
features, it has a good sensitive RX
section with low 'bleed over'.

uniden 300

Undoubtedly the 300 is the best
selling base station in the U.K. It's
features includes mic gain, R.F. gain,
power and tone controls and S meter.
Value for money? It's unbeatable.

uniden PRO 450e

The first available rig for CERT
frequencies manufactured to the
highest standards. Features include
the mic gain, R.F. gain, squelch. 40
channels and a low 'bleed over'.

MIDLAND 77-805

Exceptional performance from this
dual-purpose hand portable. Can be
mounted under the dash and when

away from the car - hiking, walking,
fishing etc. - it will keep you in touch.

MIDLAND 77-104

It doesn't need to be big! The Mini
Mobile is the smallest rig available
but don't be deceived; it has

exceptional performance for it's
size.

JESAN KR200

JESAN CB950

Handheld
JESAN KR 4004

The small budget priced
rig. New Improved radio.

DNT
CONTACT

Now with
Scanning
Microphone^
CERT frequencies, 40 channels, FM.
Mobile superb performance, excellent
sensitivity, Channel 9 indicator T/X
indicator - unbeatable value.

^^WHEN YOU BUY UNIDEN^^
YOU BUY RELIABILITY

Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road,
Withington, Manchester M20 9AF.

(3 minutes from M56)

AT YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST, LET US KNOW

OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY
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tVbW Available-.
,  UNIDEN PC

handheld
L 4°channel
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approval
Phone Us For .Details ^
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INTRODUCTDRY ^ A fl-
OFFER PRICE ^
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The orignal RAMA TRI our No. 1 best
selling aerial is still available made from
the highest quality materials, the PAMA
TRI has a performance unequalled by
any antennae in it's ^ Qis
price range. I

FOR WHOLESALE ORDE^
IPLEASE PHONE; 061-445 89181
AND WE WILL GIVE YOU OUR

i
ALL ORDERS DESPATCHED WITHIN 24HRS

Wholesalers for:-
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NEWS FROM THE WORl

UPDATE
More MarineChannels
The Department of Trade and
Industry has assigned
additional VHF radio

frequencies for use by
marinas, yacht clubs and
pleasure craft to reduce
congestion on the existing
communications channel in
coastal waters.

The boom in yachting has
resulted in the current

158.85MHz frequency, called
Channel M, becoming over
used. Problems have also

been encountered by marinas
and yacht clubs when they
need to communicate witti
foreign yachts which cannot
receive Channel M.

A frequency, 161.425MHz,
provisionally dubbed Channel
M2. has been made available
to yacht clubs whose need is
mainly for a single open
(simplex) channel on which to
pass messages, for instance
to a group of yachts in a race.

Marinas, which often need

Editorial
At the time of going to press,
we have just learned of the
tragic Hillsborough disaster.
As always, breakers
throughout the country are
already organising
fund-raising events including
massive sponsored

: .modulations. We have little

news of these events as I
write but. going from past
experience, I have no doubts!
that a lot of money will be
raised. CBers are always the
first to try to help in such
situations - it's just a shame
that the national press are the,
last to recognise it - if at all.
On a cheerier note, we are^•:'

pleased to be able to feature -i-?
what we think is the definitive

article for newcomers to our ".

hobby in this issue. Paul
Coxwell is the man with the

word processor in this case
and. naturally, we are )
externally grateful for his
works of wisdom.

Among other goodies this
month are a new bunch of

microphones from Pama & Co
and a very useful DIY project ;
for a mike switcher box.

That's it. It's Friday and the
pubs are open. Happy
reading.

to be contacted by foreign
vessels, may apply for a
transmitting frequency of
161.625MHz and a receiving
frequency of 157.025MHz
which together are known as
Channel 80. This is in the

international band available to

UK and foreign yachtsmen,
which is used for

communications about

handling, movement and
safety of ships.
The new channels will

require a licence, or, in the
case of current (Channel M)
licences, an amendment to
this licence will be needed.

Applications should be made
to; Maritime Business Radio

Section. Department of Trade

and Industry, Room 613,
Waterloo Bridge House,
Waterloo Road, London SE1
8UA. Telephone: 01-215
2137/2159.

Pleasure craft, which need
Ship Radio (VHF) licences or
the longer range Ship Radio
licence, will now

automatically be granted free
licences to operate on
Channels M and M2 when

applying for their licences.
Channel 80 is already
included in the Ship Radio
and Ship Radio (VHF)
licences. Current ship Radio
licensees holding a licence
for Channel M may also
operate on Channel M2
without further authorisation.

All three channels will have

equal status. The Department
will not identify them on a
primary or secondary basis.

STOP PRESS

Phew! Literally hours before
going to press on this issue,
we have just learned that the
famous Satcom has just
gained type-approval. OK,

Satcom owners, it's time to
break out the bubbly and turn
those rigs on again. Potential
users can check out the

review in our February 1988
(remember, you read it here
first!)
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r OF CB
Middle East

presentation
Once it was considered

appropriate for British
businessmen to give a
jewelled sword or hunting bird
as a mark of esteem to

valued customers in the

Middle East; now it is a 200

watt UHF linear amplifier.
This particular item was

presented at the recent
Britain in Oman exhibition by
Mike Briggs, sales director of
Microwave Modules Ltd, to

Abdul Razak A1 Shahwarzi

Scanning With Less,
Can Mean More

Bigger sometimes doesn't
mean t:)etler. and less can

mean more. Sharman's (3
Bury Road, Manchester M8
8FW) have introduced the •
new "Multistick - DX" VHF -

UHF scanner antenna to their

wide range of stock. It can
justifiably claim to be a single
rod multipurpose stick,"
Although only 1 metre in,
length it copes, with VHF(L) 60
- 90MHz, Air 108 - 136MHz',
VHF (H) 136 - 174MHz and
UHF 380 - 525MHz to a very
high standard. When tested
against a 3 rod vertical
antenna.(outside) of a far
greater length it improved the
signal strength reading and
was less unsightly against the
skyline. The hard plastic tube
(26mm) contains 4 combined
antennas and weighs 410
grams. It comes complete
with mounting bracket and
clip ready for vertical
connection to a pole.
Impedance 50 - 60 Ohm with
coaxial connection for SO

239 (SH). An interesting
feature for users who wish to

use this antenna indoors is

that it comes complete with a
rubber cap at the top and an
eyelet (you can hang it one
the wall). Tests carried out
indoors proved that it worked
well across the 4 bands, as it

did when tested as a 'static

mobile' receiver antenna.

Imported from Holland and
priced at C19.95, it is a
worthwhile investment and

made to last through all kinds
of weather with far less than

the average amount of
maintenance.

(A41JT), chairman of the
Royal Omani Amateur Radio
Society. It will be used at the
society's headquarters in
Mutrah.

The Liverpool company,
who were exhibiting in Oman,
has been a worldwide

supplier of amateur radio
equipment for the past 20
years, and it currently
manufactures a range of 36
products for this market.

In the past decade,
however, it has concentrated
most attention on developing

communications equipment
for professional use, and now
markets its television

transmission systems,
high-powered radio amplifiers
and multi-channel microwave

radio links throughout the
world.

Many of the firm's
traditional customers seem to

have successfully developed
their own careers over the

years, and are now in some
very influential positions. In
Oman, for example, one
amateur radio operator

(A41AA) is also His Majesty
The Sultan of Oman, while

His Excellency Ahmed Bin
Suwaidan Al Balushi (A41FK)
is both president of the Royal
Omani Amateur Radio

Society and the government
minister for Post, Telegraph
and Telephones.
So perhaps it is no surprise

that Microwave Modules

intends to maintain an

involvement in the amateur

radio field no matter how well

its business develops in the
professional market.

Mike My Day
Mike maniacs will be pleased to learn that a new Sadelta mobile
mike has just been introduced. The Sadelta MM90 is suitable for
use with all existing bands of Amateur and OB radio and has been
designed to give hands-free operation in the car.

Priced at £49.95, the MM90 uses and electric
undirectional microphone insert for crisp audio
quality and comes complete with a control box
that allows up/down control of appropriate
radios. The MM90 may be powered
directly from the transceiver or from
the vehicle battery.

Technical specifications:
Output impedance:
1.5 K Ohms

Output level:
Adj. 0 to
2V PP

SADELTAuw^o

Ham Test Free

Increase
The fee for operating amateur
radio Morse tests has just
been increased from £7 to

£10 (from 1 April). This is the
first increase since the Radio

Society of Great Britain
(RSGB) took over the running
of the test on 1 April 1986
from British Telecom.

Any applications received

before 1 April for test dates
already announced will be
accepted at the old rate.
When the RSGB took over

the running of the Morse lest,
the following conditions were
made:

1. The test fee of £7 would

not be increased for two

years.

2. The RSGB would establish

a network of at least 70 test

centres i.e. one in each

Frequency
response:

150-8500 Hz.

Our thanks,

once again, to
Nevada of

Portsmouth

for supplying this
information.

country, region or designated
island.

3. Tests would be available

every two months at each
centre.

The RSGB has held the fee

for three years, established a
full network of test centres

and holds tests every two
months in those centres

where there are applications.
Any public enquiries should

be directed to 01 -215 7877.
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BACK CHAT
••4.'..,

Stand By
May we, through your excellent
magazine, make a few comments and
offer some advice to our fellow British

DXers in the UK on FM and SSB. But

first, a little about us. We are Martin and

Kate (00 and 500) of Bristol,
Connecticut, USA, Martin is British,
formerly of Cheltenham. I came over to
the USA for a holiday in 1984 to stay
with radio friends Chuck (508) and
Bobbie (509). Chuck introduced me to
his sister Kate and that was it. I came

back six months later and Kate and I

were married.

We both really enjoy working the
radio, especially DX into the UK on SSB
and FM. Recently, we have found
ourselves very frustrated at the number
of FM stations who respond to our
callsigns. While we appreciate all those
who call, please, when we ask you to
stand by or when we are calling specific
stations, please QRX, The QRM levels
coming out of the UK on FM are

extremely high - they average S7-9. We
want to talk to as many of you as
possible and appreciate that the USA is
a rare copy. We cannot begin to QSO
with anyone when everyone keeps
calling over the top of everyone else. We
try very hard to identify a callsign and
always ask for other stations to stand by
while we work them. We try and keep
the OSO short - usually a signal report
and exchange of names and addresses
for a QSL card. However, recently, even
this has been impossible. Please, please
be patient and stand by while a QSL is
in progress.
On the subject of OSL cards, we have

literally received hundreds of QSL cards,
all excellent but mostly from stations
that have only heard us and not QSO'd
with us. We understand QSL to mean

confirmation of contact. While we

appreciate your kindness, we can only
respond to those stations that we have
spoken to. It is just too expensive to QSL
with everyone, so we have had to limit it
to those stations we have worked.

IVIISSIIMG THE F
Missing the Point
May I reply to G Wilkie and others, who
seem to have completely missed the
point. I own and run possibly the largest
outlet for CB radios in the North of

England, carrying 500 sets or more so I
definitely ain't anti-CB, Yes, I hold a
radio ham licence which is reasonably
easy to get if you are really interested in
radio. All my people are licensed
operators and, believe it or not, we all
use CB as well. It still does not alter the

fact that CB radio was never intended to

be a hobby. It was intended for
short-range communication and, if you
take the trouble to read

up on the matter right
from the early days in
the USA, you will find
that CB didn't come

into its own until the

fuel shortage in the
States left truckers

searching for petrol.
Up until then, the

only real uses of the
band were radio hams

who originally had the
band and were annoyed
at losing it. Did you
also know that, originally,
under FCC rules, you were not

allowed to talk to stations over 100 miles

away? It was illegal and you could be
fined for doing so. Therefore, it was
definitely not for DXing.

I personally would never call anyone
'old man'. By the same token, I would
not use terms like 'XYL' or the even

more awful 'chow chow'. I simply
consider myself a radio operator and. I
hope, a good one.
Now another point, Where do people

get their prices from? I mean you can
pay El 000 if you really want to throw
your money about. You can also get on
ham radio for less than the price of a CB
rig. That's why you go on a course
before your exam so you can build your
own. That's one of the benefits of being
a radio ham. As a CBer, you are not
allowed to make your own rig, A legal rig
must be type-approved which means it
has been submitted to various tests to

CITIZENS' BAND JUNE 1989
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Again, our thanks for all of your cards.
To those stations we have worked and
who have not received our OSL cards
yet, you have not been forgotten, Please
be patient as we are working our way
through the pile as fast as we can.
To the SSB stations, we have one

question to ask. Why, oh why, do some
of you insist on whistling on frequency?
Just because the Italian stations do it,
there is no need for British operators to
follow suit. It's really annoying,
especially when you do it over the top of
a QSO. We hope that our comments and
suggestions have not offended anyone
as we really enjoy talking back to the
UK. We both look forward to talking to
you all again soon.

Martin and Kate,
PO Box 3224,
Bristol,
Connecticut 06010,
USA.

OIIMT
ensure it doesn't cause problems to
other radio users - and this costs a lot
of cash.

A CB radio is designed to be used by
a person who knows nothing about radio
and doesn't have to. I am not knocking
CB users - it's just a fact, the same as
PMR, cellular phones, ship-to-shore
radios etc. With all these types of rigs, if
no-one twiddles with them, they will not
cause problems. Radio hams are
expected, by the terms of their licence,
not to cause problems to others and to
know how to cure and check for them
should they arise.
As a finale to this note; a taxi firm or

any other business is perfectly entitled
to use CB radio as long as they hold a
licence and use legal gear. It's what CB
was made for - safety and to help small
business who cannot afford to use radio
telephone. As I have said before, many
of my customers use both. Should Mr
Wilkle come to York, I hope he will come
to see me.

Harry Talt,
11 Plus 10 Radio Services,
1 Darnborough Street,
York y021JH

^rvARns
SU3SB*

Ciever 6tct^Replies
In reference to the item in the April issue
about transmitting data, here is your
so-called 'clever Dick'.

Although a simple method, it did the
trick. Between a group of friends and
myself, one of which was a computer
nut, we devised a simplex system on
Sinclair ZX Spectrums.
There was no need to use modems as

it worked on the Save/Load cornmands.
The program was pre-loaded into the
computer so that headerless data was
sent, and users were given an address
code. The RX/TX changeover was
manual.

Computers receiving the data would
need to have been loaded with the

pre-program so that they could receive
the headerless data with the correct

address code. The speed of
transmission was approximately two
seconds for a page of text.

Data was often corrupted by other
users of CB transmitting speech on the
same channel and was only really
effective on signals of 7dB+.

Carrier On
I read with interest the article from the
Border Raiders DX Club in the April
1989 issue of your magazine regarding
the 30+ carrier signal on 27.125MHz
channel 14 coming from a company in
Langholm.

I would like to inform you of a similar
problem in Hawick border region which,
again, is a 30+ carrier coming from a
woollen mill to the east of Hawick. Any
CB operator in this area will receive this
30+ signal on 27.991 MHz channel 40.

It would seem to be funny that the DTI
issue a machine to operate on a
frequency between 26.957MHz and
27.283MHz, which are the first 28
channels of FCC. This leaves 52

channels and not 55 as stated by the
RIS - or are the DTI trying to tell us that
we are not going to receive the new
FCC channels?

Blueknight,
Esk Valley CB Club,
PO Box 5,
BofYnyrlg

Spray Play
I have tried the Pama SWR spray, not
only on my homebase but also on my
slide projector. The only trouble is I am
now getting CB lingo on my projector
and everyone in Sheffield is getting a
free slide show. I am also getting sound
on my typewriter and the TV is receiving

refer to the system In the past fense-^
because the others have moved to the " '
four corners of the world and, therefore,
are out of range of a 4 Watt transmitter!
Changing the subject somewhat, how

is it that there is a 0.196MHz gap which
is illegal to transmit on in the middle of
the two legal bands? Seems a bit silly
and, no I'm not - I didn't fall for that SWR
spray for a minute!

FIrestreak,
Worthing,
West Sussex

Ode to Hams
Why do some radio hams think they're
the best.

Because they've studied and passed the
test,

I wish they could hear themselves talk
on the bands.

With their repeated G numbers and
constant "old mans".

Why do some radio hams always have
moans.

People in glass houses shouldn't throw
stones,

Their SL repeater is terribly used.
With people sworn at and badly abused.

Why do some radio hams get out the
knives.
Weren't they CBers once in their lives.
So come on "old man" give us a break.
Let's enjoy the hobby, for all our sake.

A regular reader's wife, fed up with
'ex-CBers', Norfolk.

my typed words on its screen. What can
I do?

Freelance,
Sheffield

Dear Freelance, you appear to be in
urgent need of psychiatric help. Either
that, or you took our April Fool's prank a
mite too seriously. ~ Ed.

CITIZENS'BAND JUNE 1989



yf oktumi Tamashanta
programmed the next
process into the
computerised robot arm.
He played an important part
of the production of the new

Satzumi miniature video recorder.

As he pressed the start button on the
console, the robot swung into action,
picking up the chips and speedily
placing them in the sockets on the
board as they ran past.

In the background his Satzumi radio
crackled as it picked up some brief
interference, temporarily blotting out the
voices of The Tengu-iki brothers. The
east's answer to Bros,

The arm swung across to the
continual line of microprocessors
coming from the automatic store on the
level below, preparing to pick up the
next component in the complex
production routine.
The whole Satzumi plant was bristling

with the latest in automation, with all

parts distribution being carried out by
robot drones controlled by the central
computer, or by the multitude of
overhead distribution tracks that carried

parts and assemblies around the factory
at breathtaking speed, all under the
watchful eye of the same benevolent
computer. A mere 27 people worked in
the vast automated assembly area, all
hand-picked from the best production
programmers available, Yoktumi
experienced a warm feeling inside as he
thought of the honour that such a
position brought him.
The robot gripped the delicate chip in

its vice-like jaws, applying just enough
pressure to take a firm hold on the
component without damaging the

delicate cpnnecting pins. Such robots
were commonplace in this factory,
capable of performing a vast range of
tasks from heavy lifting and distribution,
to delicate assembly work such as this.
The radio crackled again as the robot

swung the processor across the
workspace to where the board was
arriving just in time to receive the chip.
The arm gave a brief imperceptible
shudder, as it lowered the chip into
place. Swinging back, it picked up the
next chip, performed a complex and
unexpected vertical rotary movement,
and released the chip, projecting it at
speed across the workspace and into
the face of a very surprised far eastern
production programmer.
The radio gave another brief cough of

interference.

Yoktumi quickly checked the program
as the robot continued its job as before.
Finding everything as it should be, he
picked up the phone, stopping only to
turn down thewolume on the radio just
enough so he could talk to the central
computer voice interface.
As the phone rang, the robot swung

across the work area, shuddering as the
radio cracked, this time more quietly
than before. The hefty arm gathered
momentum, striking Yoktumi, knocking
the receiver from his hand, sending the
frightened programmer ducking for
cover.

The arm lurched up into the air,
seeming to dance a complex series of
almost balletic movements, as though
conducting the music on the crackling
radio. It paused for a brief moment,
poised stationary above the cowering
figure, Yoktumi saw his chance. He
made a dash for the gangway so as to

escape the mad machine, but the arm
was fast, even faster than a trained
marshal artist driven by such fear as he
had never before experiened. The arm
came crashing down against the back of
his neck, knocking him to the floor, and
pinning him down like a rock lies on a
feather.

In the background the voice of the
computer interface could be heard
against the sound of the buzzing radio,
as the multitude of robots continued

their tasks as though nothing unusual
had happened.
The above story is of course total

fiction. The idea of a random radio

transmission accidentally interfering with
a piece of complex machinery is utter
nonsense. Nothing of that sort could
ever take place in a 20th century
factory. Well perhaps not, but truth is
sometimes stranger than fiction and. in
this case, history is frighteningly similar.

For some time now, there has been
considerable interest in spurious radio
transmissions from electronic equipment
in use in Japan, leading to a perceived
problem of RF pollution.
The Japanese publication "New Era

of Telecommunications in Japan"
published a study report discussing the
situation, saying that; "With development.
of the advanced information society,
frequent occurrences of interference
caused by spurious radio emissions
from various types of radio and
electronic equipment pose a serious
social problem,"

This might seem to be a bit of an over
reaction to what is most probably going
to be a problem of a few crackles on the
air waves. However, if you add to this
the current explosion in the intentional

8 CITIZENS'BAND JUNE 1989



use of radio frequencies for business
and domestic requirements, we are
faced with a picture of rapidly increasing
radio traffic having to avoid an
ever-increasing amount of random
interference.

What with the rise in the use of

cellular phones, the operators of these
systems have, for some lime, been
concerned about the availability of
channels as their capacity has begun to
fill up.
A similar situation has begun to occur

with the cordless type of domestic
phone that allows the user to wander a
short distance fom the home base which

remains connected to the landline

network.

As long as a year ago, manufacturers
at the 1988 Brown Goods Show, held in
London, were commenting on this
problem. They were saying that if the
market was ever to reach saturation

point, then they might have to start fitting
such mobile handsets with a channel^
selector. This would allow a user to

select a different channel to any
neighbour who might have bought the
same model of phone.

With this apparent overcrowding of
the airwaves, it is not surprising (though
decidedly unfair) that the government
has long been interested in taking back
some of the hard-earned frequencies
used by the CB fraternity.

However, the problem of frequency
overcrowding is not what the Japanese
are so concerned about. They are at
least, if not more, interested in the
uncontrolled release of .'spurious'
transmissions from non-transmitting
equipment.
The reports from the East are such

that with the multitude of electronic

equipment currently in use side by side
in the home and workplace, these
normally passive devides are
unintentionally transmitting signals that
can interfere with neighbouring
equipment, sometimes with quite
devastating results.
One story tells of a train radio device

being •seriously disturbed" by nearby
video games equipment, but by far the
worst case of is a Japanese machine
operator, actually being killed by a
numerical-controlled milling machine,
activated when it picked up spurious
transmissions from a crane in the area.

With instances of people apparently
being eaten by machines in their place
of work, it is understandable when the
powers that be become so alarmed.
Hopefully, the situation in this country
has not yet developed to such a degree
where this could happen. Having said
that, this is no reason to be complacent.
We are well aware of the overcrowding
of radio frequencies that are used
intentionally, and with the deregulation

of radio and other communications
media the situation sems set to become

wors§ still.'
The possibility of increased

overcrowding caused by new demands
on the UK airways does not end there.
When you start to think of the other likely
competitors for space, there is the
proposed network of "Zone Phones"
that would allow a subscriber to use the
system so long as he was within range
of a zone phone base, such bases being
located in places such as petrol and
railway stations and the like. With the
possible introduction of radio equipment
into trains (as is cuTVently being called
for after the recent spate of rail
disasters), and many other areas of
industry and commerce wanting to take
advantage of the easy availability or
miniaturisation of radio equipment, we
would appear to be on an upward spiral
or ever-increasing RF use.

Granted, very few of these systems
use high power transmissions with a
number of them (such as the railways)
operating on a cellular basis, but the fact
remains that we seem to be set for a
blossoming of the use of our
all-too-limited airwaves, with each new
user potentially capable of producing or
being troubled by these spurious radio
emissions.

All these devices will be capable of
not only transmitting but more

Wordsmith looks at the
problems of interference
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RF POLLUTION

importantly receiving signals in an
ever-more-crowded electro-magnetic
environment. In short, faced with a
sudden upsurge in the use of radio, we
are going to have to clean up our act if
we are to avoid the problem of
transmitters interfering with other
transmissions. Supposedly passive
equipment that acidentally transmits RF
pollution, then interferes with intentional
transmissions. Or, worse still, with
equipment such as the Japanese milling
machine talked of earlier, then some

serious thinking is going to have to be
done about the whole range of electrical
equipment that is in use within our
society.

Transmitters are going to have to be
built so as to produce as little activity as
possible outside its frequency of
transmission. Receivers are going to
have to be more selective as to what

they will pick up, perhaps with narrower
tuning capability. On top of all this,
non-transmitting equipment Is going to
have to be screened to stop it producing
or picking up any stray transmissions
that might have slipped through the net.

This whole exercise might sound a bit
severe, but it may be the only way of
overcoming the situation and if this is
done properly, then this could vastly
improve the quality of our use of the
airways, which could only be of benefit
to all concerned.

One possible answer to the problem
of spurious radio emissions would be to
ensure that transmitters {of all types) are
giving the cleanest signal possible.
Transmitters are going to have to be
more carefully set to specific
frequencies, so as to avoid producing
the seemingly uniquitous radio garbage
that all too often goes with the use of
more closely-packed channels and
frequencies. This would seem to point
towards higher quality controls and
tighter restrictions as to the type of
transmitters used in this country.

Similar improvements might not go
amiss on reeivers, not only to cope with
the problem of bleed from other
intentional transmitters that would be

likely to occur, but also to cope with the
increasing problem of RF pollution from

• devices that shouldn't be transmitting RF
in the first place.
Such quality restrictions are bound to

have an effect on the price of available

equipment. This might occur in two
ways, one being the obvious
manufacturers' desire to pass on any
increase in production costs, such as
tighter design, or the use of closer
tolerance components, along with more
stringent inspection and test
arrangements.
The second way in which the RF

boom might push up prices is the tower
availability of cheaper equipment that is
already on the market. We could arrive
at an alarming situation whereby
existing equipment no longer falls within
the bounds of governing quality
standards. We would be unlikely to see
the withdrawal of equipment currently in
use, but we might see certain models
disappearing from the marketplace, if
and when standards become tighter.
That ultra-cheap imported rig that you
can currently buy at your local CB shop
could be regulated out of existence! All
this seems like yet more centralised
meddling in what the radio user can and
cannot do, but the tidying up of RF
pollution could be of benefit to all of us,
and is probably an inevitable fact of life.

Messing around with radio equipment
might not be the only way of reducing all
this junk on the airwaves, and would
probably be overshadowed by a much
more effective task.

We have all. at some time or another,
experienced problems with the nearby
use of unsuppressed electrical
equipment. The most well-known culprit
in the past was the electric drill with the
unsuppressed car or motorcycle coming
a close second. The car industry was
fairly fast in sorting this problem out
when they realised that an extra profit
could be made by fitting every car with a
radio. This then forced them to deal with

the problem of suppression. This extra
task might at first have seemed to be a
problem for car manufacturers, but like
all developments, that which is difficult
or expensive one day is soon overcome
the next day by the inexorable march of
progress.

Much the same thing could be said
about the electrics within domestic

power tools and the like. If today you nip
down to your local DIY mega-huge
store, buy yourself a "black and
doobrie" and plug it in next to a
transistor radio; you will get nothing but
perfect reception. Try this little
experiment with a drill made 10 or 15
years ago and you won't be able to hear
Jimmy Young for the crackling of
unwanted radio fall-out.

If these well-known culprits have been
cured of their antisocial transmitting
habits, then this must mean that our
problems are over. Surely all
manufacturers now take into account

the possibilities of RF pollution when
designing electrical equipment. After all,

the motor and DIY industries have

shown us that this problem is quite easy
to solve, seemingly at little extra
expense ...

Have they solved this problem right
across the board? No chance. Instead

on having a world free fom problems of
RF pollution, we now have a different set
of culprits.
As I sit here typing away on my trusty

word processor, I would so much like to
have the radio on while I type, but
unfortunately the crackle and hiss is so
severe that reception is almost totally
obliterated. I also know of CB users who

have experienced this problem. Worse
than this, I can even pick up my
computer on my TV set. Images of what
is shown on the screen can quite clearly
be seen sliding horizontally across the
tube on the TV.

This might be a problem of one tube
interfering with the other, but exactly
how it is occurring is of little import. The
fact remains that the computer is
generating something that the TV is
picking up.
There was once a time when the CB

users of the country were always seen
as the culprits of all RF pollution ever
experienced. Granted, in some
circumstances, CB was to blame for the
interference experienced by people on
their TV sets, or wherever else the
trouble might have been. Many users
went to the trouble and expense of fitting
filters to aerial systems or co-operated
with local complainants by transmitting
on low power or at restricted times. Now
it seems that the tables have turned, and
the CB fraternity frequently have to
suffer at the whims of the multitude of

computer enthusiasts, and there is the
possibility that all RF pollution might not
necessarily be from CB.

If we are to avoid this explosion of
radio interference before it happens,
then manufacturers of all new electrical

equipment are going to have to take into
account the possibilities of spurious
radio emissions. The simple act of
screening new equipment would be a
first step and might just save us a great
deal of trouble later on.

Given that the manufacturers of cars

and domestic power tools have shown
that this problem is easy to solve,
without extreme expense and without
making the products uncompetitive,
there is now no excuse for this

continuous stream of unintentional and

unauthorised abundance of radio litter. It

is up to the manufacturers of all
electronic equipment to take this
problem on board so as to ensure that it
does not pose a problem in the future,
thus making our frequencies much
cleaner.

I wonder, could this be the beginnings
of the "greening" of our airwaves?
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MIDLAND 104
A compact 40 channel mobile radio ■

But with plenty of guts!

£59
With Nevada Discount Voucher £57

SATCOM
SCAN 4000

A NhW C.E.PT. BASE STATION

Fully approved
Just look at these facilities

O Full Scanning with Priority
Channel Monitoring

O Built In Mic Compressor to Double
Talk Power'

O DX/Local Control for Optimum
Performance

O Tone Control

Usual Price £1 99
With Nevada Discount Voucher

ONLY £189

SATCOM SCAN 40F ^
MOBILE RADIO NOW APPROVED
At last this top of the range CEPT
radio has full DTI approval. This set is
packed full of features:-
O Auto scanning O RF gain
O Mic compressor O Mic gain
O Noise blanker O Priority channel

O Auto squelch

Usual Price £99.55
With Nevada Discount Voucher

£92.95

UNIDEN 300
AU K. 27/81 Base Station nowtwckm stock!

Probably one of the most popular base stations ever'

£159
With Nevada Discount Voucher £149

UNIDEN 100
A no nonsense mooiie radio with good sensitivity

£69.95
With Nevada Discount Voucher £67.95

UNIDEN 200
A full feature mobile radio including

R F Gam, Tone Control.

£99.95
With Nevada Discount Voucher £92.95

TEAM TRX 404 UK
Technically superb radio with noise
squelch and selcali facility (extra).

£69.95
With Nevada Discount Voucher £67.95

^  TEAM TRX 404
The ChhT vctston h.is ihc jupcrb

pcrfo'tnaiKc ds ihc TRx -ti'M UK
featuring noise sriucich .incl selc.iH lacilily

£69.95
With Nevada Discount Voucher £67.95

UNIDEN PRO 450
A new CEPT mobile from the famous

Uniden stable, super performer

£89.95
With Nevada Discount Voucher £82.95

UNIDEN PRO 420
A new compact CEPT radio with the Uniden quality.

£79.95
With Nevada Discount Voucher £72.95

DEALERS: Are you buying at the best prices?
Contact our trade dept for detaiis.

UK Distributors for: UNIDEN - SATCOM - TEAM

ilEVADA

<TEAM MAXI 90 UK
A super 3 channel handheld with full 4 watts
RF output. Each channel may be re-
programmed internally to one of your choice.

£39.95
With Nevada Discount Voucher £37 95

TEAM PROF! 90>
High performance CEPT 40 channel

handheld with I watt or 4 watt output
selectable. A quality haridheld.

£69.95
With Nevada Discount Voucher £67.95

SEND IN NOW
pack of CAT/UOgi 2? SPRINQ BUMPFR

189 LONDON ROAD NORTH END PORTSMOUTH P02 9AE HOTLINE (0705) 662145
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MICROPHONE
SWITCH BOX

•-J

Tango 69 provides
a handy hint for
multi-rig users

To rig

^•i

/■ f, like me, you run more than
one rig, you either have the
choice ol using separate mics,

or else un-plugging each time
you use the other rig. If using a
base mic, then you can lose a lot

of space with more than one mic on the
desk.

This simple project overcomes this
problem, as your base mic can be
switched to any rig you are using. The
diagram shown is for two rigs, wired for
the Cybernet range; Delta One, Rotel,
Harrier, Harvard, to name a few, but can

be wired for any combination.
Add another switch and you can run

three rigs from the mic instead of just
two. and the only wires to and from the
switch are for the TX line. All the others
are a continuation of the original mic
plug.

I suggest you use straight mic cable
for the flying leads as coiled cable is
difficult to work with and looks less tidy
in the shack.

Tango 69

If both plugs are to fh
Cybernet rigs then wiring
is identical to original mic.

Enlarged view of mic cable

SPOT switch

Earth

Tx Audio

4 pin mic panel socket

Knot cable ^
to stop
pulling out

Mic socket

Switch

Figure 1. Plug wiring diagram
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yf ou may remember some
months back I introduced

you to my most formidable
relation. Granny. Granny
was much taken with my
mobile rig and did her best to

sully my reputation for ail time by
possessing herself of the mic and
behaving like a hooligan.

Well, she's at it again, this time in
deepest Kent. I'm doing my best to keep
her off the airwaves, all you
unsuspecting Kent breakers, but be
warned . .. Next time someone informs

you England didn't fight two world wars
so you could laze around gossiping all
day, that'll be Granny.
The thing is. she had made her old

folks' home too hot to hold her and they
had pleaded with the family on bended
knee to make 'other arrangements'.
Granny was in no doubt what those
other arrangements should be - she
wanted to move into my sister's granny
flat, empty after the death of my sister's
mother-in-law last year. Granny had
been beadily eyeing the flat ever since.
On the promise of practical, moral and

financial support from the rest of the
family, my sister agreed and Granny
duly moved in. She then looked about
her for amusement.

She could no longer divert herself by
needling the warden or dropping her
spare teeth into other old folks' tea, and
she had been warned that harassment

of my sister and her family would lead to
her being abandoned willy-nilly in the
Dartford Tunnel. After one session at the

local old people's day centre she
reduced the staff and helpers to
near-collapse. She stigmatised the
members of the local Darby and Joan
Club as a 'pack of vegetables' and
refused to join {to their unutterable
relief), and disconcerted a well-meaning
lady from the local church, come to
Invite her to a 'tea club' run by the
parish, by telling her modern Anglicans
were a pack of benighted heathens with
their guitars and their healing and
newfangled prayer books.

Ivly sister was in despair. What to do
with Granny? With the warmer weather,
Granny had take to sitting out in the
front garden hurling offensive comments
over the hedge at passers-by who met
with her disapproval. Like the vicar
(ought to get his hair cut), the local
bobby (should be out catching criminals,
not strolling about sunning himself), and
a pair of harmless punks (need a good
dose of Natiorial Service).

In desperation, my sister took the
reckless step of asking Granny what she
wanted to do. After Granny's first
suggestions had been firmly squashed
(standing for the local Council and
learning to drive were two of the more

Breakers

Relations

Disaster strikes
as Filly's gran

goes on channel

hair-raising), Granny remembered
Citizens' Band. She had a lot of fun with

'that radio lark', she told my sister. Could
she have a radio of her own?

Now, neither my sister nor her

husband is a breaker, which is their only
possible excuse, as far I'm concerned,
for their unbelievable stupidity in
agreeing to Granny's scheme. I think
they pictured her sitting quietly in a
corner of her living room huddled over a
mic, chatting up passing motorists and
lecturing all and sundry on the
deplorable decline in modern manners
and other favourite topics. Naturally,
they called me In to advise and help set
up Granny's base station.
My first instinct was to emigrate to

Australia. On second thoughts, I
acknowledged my duty to Citizens' Band
and, indeed, the breakers of Kent.
Granny had to be stopped. I went down
to Kent and did my best to talk her out
of it.

She would not be talked out of it. If

any foul-mouthed yobbo gave her any
lip she would give him a piece of her
mind, she said. If anyone dared to play
any filthy modern row in her hearing,
ditto. She would not button-push, swear,
use channel 9, or upset anyone. She
would be a model breaker (said with a
saintly air). She would call herself the
Galloping Granny and if I didn't help her
the nice young man next door - that
house with all the aerials sticking up -
would.

I know a threat when I see one. I

changed tack and attempted a
compromise. Granny could listen but not
talk. How was that?

Granny eyed me sideways. Rather to
my surprise, she agreed. I was
suspicious, but I couldn't see any harm
In letting her have a rig which could not
transmit. The family clubbed together
and bought a base station with all the
works, and I set it up for her, taking care
to remove the mic. My sister reported
hours of peace as Granny sat listening
to whatever conversations she could

pick up, only occasionally hurling insults
at the (unhearing) radio when someone
said something that offended her.
The family breathed again. Life -

returned to normal.

My sister rang me up the other week.
The talk got round to Granny, How was
she getting on, I asked. Fine, said my
sister. Brilliant idea of yours. Filly, letting
her have a rig without a mic. She's really
getting into this radio thing.
Pause. In what way, I asked

cautiously, was she 'getting into it'?
Oh, said my sister, she's gone out and

bought some books. What books? Well,
one was called Practical Electronics and

the other was called Radio for

Beginners. Good joke, wasn't it?
I put the phone down with a hand that

was none too steady. A picture flashed
into my head. Granny with screwdriver
in hand . . . No, I thought, she wouldn't.
She couldn't. Could she . . . ?
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THE PAMA SALES TEAM

IGAL

mTchael

Charming
Beauty

SUSAN

FREEFONE

(0800)
262963

FOR

ORDERS

ONLY

LEN

EDI LEE

PAMfl'S PRODUCTS

SELL FAST
JAMIE

Pama realise that being a C.B. retailer is not easy, we understand your
problems and how important it is that you have the products that sell on your
shelves fast, thats why Rama's is probably the biggest independent C.B.
wholesaler in the country.

10 GOOD REASONS FOR CALLING Pama
★ EXTENSIVE STOCK RANGES

★ DISTRIBUTOR OF LEADING BRANDS

★ ALL ORDERS DESPATCHED WITHIN 1 HOUR DP PLACEMENT

★ HIGHLY COMPETITIVE PRICES

★ FULL SERVICE AND SALES BACK-UP

★ FRIENDLY - PROFESSIONAL SALES TEAM

★ THE FASTEST DELIVERY IN THE U.K.

★ EVERYTHING FROM A - Z IN C.B. IN ONE PLACE

★ DELIVERY EVERYWHERE NATIONWIDE & EUROPE

★ OPEN ON SUNDAY BY REDDEST

To set up an account with Pama iseasy, just pick up the phone and call one of
the sales team ON THE HOTLINE (061 -446 2437) 3 LINES AVAILABLE
and they will be pleased to answer all your questions and send any
information, you require.

\NE ARE CELEBRA TING 10 YEARS OF PAMA

SO THERE ARE MANY CELEBRA TORY OFFERS
HOUSE, 433 WILMSLOW ROAD,

WITHINGTON, MANCHESTER M20 9AF.

061-445 8918
■•061-434 5701

■  061-446 2437
Telex 666762 PAMA CO 6
Fax 061 445 0978
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Chest Expander, proprietor of The Shack, proves that not all
disabled people are helpless

fter being involved with C.B,
^PH radio since late 1979, it

came as quite a shock to
my system four years ago
when, whilst playing with

™ two children, I badly hurt
my back and overnight I couldn't do
many of the things I had taken so much
for granted.

16

All of a sudden, good old "Chest
Expander" couldn't walk 50 yards
without sticks let alone put up a
home-base a'erial. It was then that I first

experienced the other side of the fence,
that I didn't know existed. About two

years ago, just before an operation that
left me bed-ridden and confined to a

wheelchair, I started getting interested in

the internal workings of GB radios.
To cut a long story short, after a lot of

late nights, I finally reached a level of
competence where shops began to
send time-consuming jobs to me, and I
started to stock components and
accessories.

In February 1988 it became quite
clear that things could no longer remain
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hobbyist as word had started to get
around about a breaker in Derby who
repairs rigs from a bed. and I was quite
worried about not-so-friendly breakers
getting the wrong idea about things.
Now it may surprise you to know that
your local DHSS or council can be very
helpful if you approach them in the right
way, although I must admit that when I
first contacted the DHSS and told them I

wanted to set up a business they
thought I had escaped from somewhere!
For the information of anyone out there
in a similar situation, a disabled person
can qualify for therapeutic earnings of
E27 per week subject to a medical and
doctor's letter if you can show that what
you are doing will help keep you alert,
active and generally help your condition.
So. be a devil, don't sit and dwell on
things, find something to do and make
use of the allowance and enjoy
yourselves at the same time.
As regards running a business from a

council property, this is normally a big
"no-no" but. in my case. I invited my
area housing manager to visit me.
explained my ideas and. to my surprise.
I was given permission to go ahead
immediately. Obviously serious
consideration should be given to
neighbours, parking etc and. in my case.
I have gone out of my way not to cause
any inconvenience to anyone.

Since "The Shack" started up in April
1988 we have been fortunate enough to
have acquired the last remaining spares
from Rotel Hi-Fi. Audioline (Harry Moss)
and Mustang (Laltex) and recently a
distributorship for Piranha car burglar
alarms. It must be pointed out at this
time that in all cases each company
knew my situation and I received every
courtesy possible. At the beginning of
September 1988 I received a call from a
Scottish gentleman who told me it would
be In my Interest to contact "Marconi
Instruments" and, knowing the
reputation of the company, decided to
take the advice expecting it to be a
wind-up. To my surprise, they knew all
about my situation and informed me that
their area sales manager (Mr Tony
Mansey) wanted to visit me. Upon the
meeting taking place, Tony brought me
a current catalogue and showed me a
picture of the Marconi Radio
Communications Test Set 2955, which
has 11 pieces of test equipment in one,
such as RF & AF generators, frequency
counter, power meter sinad s/noise
distortion meter, deviation meter. AM,
FM. duplex. In fact it will test anything up
to 1.000 MHz with the added attraction
of bar charts and storage scope.

It was put to the board at Marconi
and. thanks to Tony, I have now on loan
the most up-to-date, accurate and
all-round versatile piece of test
equipment on the market.

It is obvious to any technician the
difference this makes in quality and
speed of repair but for any layman not
understanding. I used to have

CITIZENS'BAND JUNE 1989

equipment all over my bed and my wife
would have to be on call to pass this
and that, where as now it is all in the one

unit and has given me the
independence I never thought possible.
Not only that. Marconi maintain and
insure the equipment for me and words
can never express my gratitude for their
assistance.

I could not finish my article without
asking readers out there to share a few
ideas with me. I would like any readers
out there to send information to me

which they feel might help any disabled
person or good buddy, such as Ideas for
projects which a disabled breaker might
be able to build which would make life

easier on the rig i.e. larger home-built
SWR meters with 3-4 inch meters for

poor sight or rubber cups that fit over
channel selectors for breakers with poor
grip, just to start the ball rolling.
Whatever happened to the supply of
channel talkback units for the blind?

I, for one, would like to hear from any

manufacturer or wholesaler who can

supply anything to help the disabled
and. with the help of Citizens' Band,
more articles for the disabled might
appear in the future covering events and
exhibitions.

I am also setting up a newsletter for
the trade called "Mod Cons". The idea is

for all those rig doctors out there to send
their modifications and cures for known

faults to me and I will produce a
quarterly newsletter Itemising all your
information. So, how about it, let's pool
all out information. Membership costs
£10 a year (refundable If insufficient
response). I'll start the ball rolling for a
squelch mod on the 134 Cyb chassis on
receipt of an SAE.

Chest Expander
The Shack,
231 Caxton Street.
Sunnyhill,
Derby DE3 7RB.
Tel. 0332 760353

Fax. 0332 767958.
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Sunrisers DX Group would

like to announce a

change of date for their
1989 Eyeball. It has been
put back one week from
the previously advertised

date - so it will now be on the 14th

October 1989 at the same venue.

Further details from PC Box 7.
Bridgwater, Somerset. Tickets are now
on sale.

Over the past few months "Back
Chat" has carried some very interesting
letters concerning SSB. It seems that
the majority are in favour of a 'legal'
system with certain safeguards. My
thanks to Dave (DX 511) for the
information that New Zealand has just
been given an allocation of 'legal' SSB
channels (40) from 26.330-26.770 MHz.
So perhaps it is time for our UK
Government to start thinking about what
the users want!

Lo and behold, in the April issue of
Cit'Band "Back Chat" section, Mr A B
Maxwell (Director of the RIS) took the
time to write in about the laws governing
the sale of illegal goods etc. I still
believe that a lot more could be done

towards clearing the frequencies of •
music players and foul language
merchants. Although I have no doubt
that, along the way, some good users
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will be caught. My main concern is that
a few retail outlets will and are
continuing to sell illegal goods as legal,
just so that they can make a profit. It
pleases me to know that Mr Maxwell
takes the time to read our magazine so,
whilst I have his attention, perhaps he
would care to pen a reply to my
following 'open letter' to him . ..
Dear Sir.
Many breakers are unhappy at the

state of our UK frequencies. Many
complain, but nothing ever seems to
come of their complaints. Could you
explain the best v</ay to go about getting
action from the RIS and what

information you require?
Many stories (true or otherwise) are

being told about the possible loss of UK
FM (27181) after 1992 in favour of a
common European standard which we
are told is part of a "Common Air
Interface". Is this true? And what will be

the deciding factor that will determine its
loss? Can we expect to see the UK left
with one frequency only (CEPT) and, if
so, will all other EEC countries accept
the same policy? As you know, other

EEC countries have their own sets of

frequencies - some don't even have a
laid down set of guidelines. So how will
the UK bring pressure onto countries
such as France, Spain and Italy to drop
everything that they have in favour of
CEPT only. Surely it would be better to
allow each country to have an allocation
of spectrum for its own users (which
may allow the continuation of present
systems) whilst adopting CEPT as 'a'
common frequency. This would then
give each EEC country the chance to
expand useage on the 'allocated' part of
the spectrum (increasing useage and
revenue from extra licence sales) for
future years.
According to official statements, we

are told that CB users are on the

decrease, based on the fact that licence
sales are down. I and many others
would dispute this as the licence sales
do not reflect the true amount of UK

users. The main reason (one of many)
for the drop is that users have lost faith
in the DTI's ability to control CB radio
and clear up the channels. The true user
figures would be nearer 200,000 thus
proving that the policy of the RIS 'does
not work'. Perhaps the DTI (RIS) should
send out questionnaires to find out the
reasons why licence figures are down.
These could be sent out through CB
bodies, shops and other outlets.
However, it would be unwise to ask for

users to fill in their names and

addresses unless they wished to do so.
Perhaps you could include a section
that would ask users to declare which

frenquency(ies) they use and if they
would like SSB. This would give you a
true reflection of what the users want

and what they use. If you are as
concerned about CB as you lead us to
believe, then this is a step in the right
direction!

Can you also tell us when we can
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that Paul has recovered from the shock

of having a sandwich snatched from his
hand by a young fox. as he put his arm
out of the car door. That was just about
the time that he vanished off channel -

oh well, another vacant spot lads!
The Scottish Association of CB Clubs

(S.A.C.B.C.) held their AGM on the 12th
fvlarch and the following are the elected
Committee for the coming year;
Chairman - Tony {Rock-a-Jock),
Secretary - Alistair {Copper King).
Treasurer - Angus {Sea Wolf) and
Committee Members - Neil (Blue
Knight) and Robert {The Duke). Any
Club who would like more information

about S.A.C.B.C. should write to; PC Box
1, Glasgow G69 6EF.

expect to see a change in the law to
allow '/? & % wave antennas to be used

on all present UK modes? Also, why
can't we have a reduction on the licence

fee for OAPs and handicapped users?
Clearly breakers are concerned about

the future of CB radio in the UK and,
after I'h years, things have not changed
to improve its use. Some would even
say that the DTI have adopted a policy
of 'low key policing' in order to run down
the numbers of users. This would, in
turn, allow the DTI to put forward an
argument to take away UK Ffv! (27181).
It is clear that CEPT has not taken off as

was expected and that breakers are
happy with UK FM. Clearly licence
figures would decrease drastically if UK
FM was withdrawn because you would
end up with many thousands of breakers
becoming 'pirates' of the system and, in
fact, it could well prove to be a bigger
problem for the DTI than it was before
legalisation (pre-1981). So if your
financial budget won't stretch to helping
clear the frequencies now, it surely
won't then!

I look forward to reading your
answers, as I am sure do the other

199,999+ breakers.
Shepherd Man

The other evening I ventured out to
my usual spot in Sussex only to be
greeted by the worst rain that I have
seen in years. My thanks to Oscar
Charlie 01 (Peter) and his friend Terry.
Also Bonny & Clyde plus all of the others
on the 06 CEPT. Sorry for the lack of
names etc but. I lost my pen and I
wasn't about to get out of the car to find
it! The OSL returns are on their way (if
they haven't already arrived). I also hope
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It was good to see Medico 9
mentioned in the April issue. They work
very hard throughout the year both at
events and outside ol CB. The

Breaker-way CB Club presented a
cheque for £2.400 to the Trinity Hospice
in South West London on the 14th of

March. The cheque was presented to Dr
Chamberlain and two nurses. The

money was raised by the club's
members and friends and from

donations etc. Trinity Hospice has again
been chosen as their charity for the
coming year and they hope to raise an
even bigger total. Well done to everyone
for their hard work and support in this
major 'operation'.
The 1 Sierra Bravo Club held their first

ever evening eyeball on Saturday the
25th of March in their home town of

Stevenage, Herts. For those who have
never been to Stevenage - it is a town
with so many roundabouts that it would
even make Dougal, Zebedee and
Florence dizzy! It also has a network of
pedestrian/cycle paths built under
roads, which would do justice to the
Tour de France. Although the Club has
only been going for about one year the
dance was very well attended by its own
members and fellow breakers from

Somerset, Kent, Sussex. London, the
Midlands and points further north. The
food was good, as was the company;
the music played and the booze flowed.

I had a great day with Cliff (Quickiire)
and other friends that I hadn't seen

since last year. My thanks to him for the
chance to visit his local pub and watch
the barmaid struggle to walk in a skirt
that was either a 'belt' or an 'elastic

band'. And a fantastic evening meeting

%

breakers including: Captain; Uncle Tom;
Breakdown; Tea Bag; Beachcaster;
Medic One; Joe 90; the 'ATs'; Sunrisers;
Gravesend & Maidstone Breakers;

Barney Rubble; Giggles; Colin (Zoe's got
the white horse, lads); Mike; Keith;
Graham; Lager Lady; Gordon; Phil;
Frank; Barry (Baz); Brian; June; David (1
SB 03) and his girlfriend. Last, but by no
means least. Yorkshire Man (John) and
Goldilocks (Chrissy) kept me supplied
with coffee and a bacon sandwich on

Sunday morning. I am looking forward to
next year's evening eyeball. If you would
like more information about the 1 Sierra

Bravo's, write to; PO Box 23, Stevenage,
Herts SG1 3TF. PS - Cliff. The lads want

to know 'when is the wedding?'
Thank you to all those who have sent

in information about eyeballs etc.
Although there are still a few that I
haven't had, I have come up with a list
of the ones that I will be at; Mercia - 3rd

& 4th. WDX - June 10th & 11 th.
Southern Eagles - June 17th & 18th,
Warminster - July 9th, Mile Oak - July
16th. Golden Valley - August 12th &
13th, Whisky Mike - September 9th &
10th, Solway Pirates - September
29th/30lh & October 1 st and Sunrisers

- October 14th. Please keep sending In
details of events and maybe even a
report with photographs of others that
you go to which may be printed in the
future.

Deregulation could mean many
things, and it would be hard to know in
which context the DTI may be
considering this for CB radio (if they are
at all). Some readers may very well
remember that I touched on this subject
a few months ago. Since then, I have
been giving this some thought and I
have come up with the following. As
nobody is 'actually' sure if or when we
can expect deregulation these are only
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my thoughts and ! would welcome your
ideas on the subject.

This present Government seems set
on a course of selling off many different
things; one of these could be parts of
the radio spectrum. To make this
effective and financially viable for
business interests, we could find our
part of the spectrum sold off in a 'block'
i.e. from 25 MHz to 30 MHz. or in a
combination of block parts in a variety of
spectrum lots. Something along the lines
of 'taking the good with the bad'. As with
all businesses they will want to show a
profit and as it will probably mean that
they will have a short-term lease on the
spectrum allocation (say 5 to 10 years),
hence the profit return will have to be at
a very fast rate.
So. would it be possible for us to lease

or buy our own part of the spectrum, and
if so who would run it? For us to do this

we would have to employ some full-time
staff and/or have to oversee the running
along the same lines as the RSGB.
Licence sales would have to increase

as the DTI/Government would want

financial security that we could meet the
spectrum payments or they may even
decide that we must pay the agreed
sum up-front. So, do we or can we
guarantee the finances? If our
frequencies were sold off in a 'clearance
sale' who would enforce the laws

governing its use? And would we be

better off? These things and more will
play a very important part in any future
plans to deregulate and they must be
considered as part of the complete
package.
Deregulation - would the DTI

consider a total deregulation i.e. an
'anything goes' situation, with no rules,
no laws and no MPT guidelines? Take
any one or two of these in any
combination and the answer is disaster.

No rules combined with no laws may
very well allow for the use of 'any
amount' of power output through any
type of antennas on any part of the
specified frequency. This may sound
good at first, but the bleedover would be
astronomical. And remember that

without any legal recourse would we
then be left to take a fellow breaker to

Court? The DTI are always the first to
say that CB radio has been known to
bleed onto other services even on our

very low 4 watts and that, as an
unprotected service, we play second or
even third fiddle to both business and

emergency use. How would we then
stand legally in a situation where we
wipe out these services or a part of the
spectrum which has been 'sold off to
business interest? No MPT guidelines
may well allow for the importation of rigs
which are not only sub/standard, in
quality of parts but. in the quality of
safety.

It is an area that will need a lot of
consideration by each breaker and I am
sure that each reader will have their own

thoughts and ideas. What I would hate to
see is our present systems get worse
than they already are and have been
since 1981. But, I do believe that there is
scope for improvement in the future, and
that the future should hold a brighter
outlook for CBers. More direct

consultation with users as to their needs

and wants. Also that we should get a
more reliable service from the RIS. And,
most of all, is the need to allow other CB
systems to become legal - after proper
consultation with the users (to get it right
from the beginning).

Think about it Mr Maxwell (if you are
still reading). The DTI/RIS wil never stop
the use of illegal equipment or the use of
SSB and the like; you don't have the
finances. So why not give us a properly
set up system that we want? It would
give you a much greater control, and
increase revenue.

My final thought for this month is; I
wonder if Pamella Bordes could apply
for a DTI Enterprise Grant for new
businesses - and if she would get the
support from certain MPs on her
application formi

Please send any replies or information
to me at: PC Box 429, London SW19

2UU. I look forward to seeing many of
you at an event this year.

ROAD KING
C.B.

PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURED FOR PERFORMANCE

V
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<f 0^

/  /
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NEW

HOME KING

MINI BEAM

ANTENNA

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS OF ROAD KING PRODUCTS

MANCHESTER

SHARMAN'S WHOLESALE

COVENTRY

KESTREL ELECTRONICS

BRISTOL

KERNOW TRADING

MANCHESTER

EUROSONIC

MANCHESTER

RAMA & CO.

NORTHAMPTON

ASTRA COMMUNICATION

IF YOU ARE A C.B. WHOLESALER YOUR NAME SHOULD BE HERE!

Available from most good C.B. shops and truck stops.
S.R.P. TRADING, UNIT 20A, NASH WORKS, FORGE LANE,

BELBROUGHTON, WORCESTER.
Telephone 0562 730672
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T| hese two PLL devices
from Toshiba are used

extensively by Uniden in
all their latest chassis. The

9106 Is designed for the
regular FCC band allocation,

and the 9119 caters for the

"CB 27/81" British channels. In other

respects they are identical.
An external crystal oscillator Is

required to provide the 10.240mHz
reference signal, which is Internally
divided down the a 5kHz Input to the
phase detector. Programming to the I.C.
follows neither straight binary or BCD
channels, but Is what at first sight
appears to be a rather haphazard
system, Closer examination however,
reveals that the input codes are based
on the on/off settings of the
seven-segment L.E.D. channel display,
thus allowing a less complex channel
switch. The same poles on the switch
that feed the display can also be
coupled straight Into the PLL
programming inputs, leaving the ROM to
sort out the "mess". Having been
processed through the ROM code
converter, the final N-codes come out

as shown in table 1. Note the

increments of two for each channel, due
to the 5kHz reference signal. •
The VCO In these chassis runs

10.695mHz below the channel

frequency during reception, and Is fed
directly to the PLL I.C. without the need
for a downmixer stage. A check on
channel 1 (using the TC9106 U.S. chip)
gives 5kHz multiplied by 3254, which
equals 16.270mHz, Add the 10,695mHz
and you get 26.965, the frequency of
channel 1. Switching to transmit, the
N-codes shift upwards by 91. giving an
increase In VCO frequency of 455mHz.
This allows the 10.240mHz reference

signal to be mixed with the VCO output
to obtain the necessary carrier for the
channel. The transmit/receive switching
Is achieved by a voltage applied to pin 8.
If you refer back to data sheet No. 2
(LC7130/7131) you will notice that both
the N/codes and the mixing scheme are
Identical. The main difference in these

PLL devices Is the use of BCD In the

LC7130 and seven-segment coding in
theTC9106.

The TC9119. designed for British

DATA SHEET

9106/9119
radios, functions In exactly the same
was as the 9106, the only difference
being In the N-codes programmed Into
the ROM. These are partially shown in
Table 1. The figures shown actually give
channel frequencies of 27.600,
27.61 OmHz etc.. some 1.25kHz below
the required frequency. This Is taken
care of by increasing the reference
frequency to a little above 10.240mHz.
This gives a basic reference Input to the
phase detector of a tiny fraction over

5kHz, which when multiplied by the 300
or so of the N-codes gives the extra
1.25kHz necessary.
As with many newer PLL chips, an

active low-pass filter Is provided for
connection between the phase detector
output and VCO control input. The only
other point worth noting is the slightly
unusual function of pin 3. This Is used to
determine the time constant for the lock
detector, and is tied to ground via a
suitable capacitor, typically 0.224-F.

+V supply 1 "tsIgnd

Ref. signal input 2 17 P7

LD capacitor | 3 "T?1 P6

Lock detect 4 "Til P5

Phase detector output | 5 jT]P4

Active 1 In | 6
low-pass -<

filter 1 OutpT

Is] P3

"T2I P2

t/rIT "TT] PI

VCO input 1 9 "iF] PO^

7-segtnent
programming
inputs

Pin 4 goes LOW to indicate out-of-lock condition
Pin 8 should be taken HIGH for transmit, LOW for receive

TC9106/9119 pin-out diagram

Table 1 N-CODES IN ROM

Channel RX

TC9106

Tx Rx

TC9119

Tx

1 3254 5393 3381 3472
2 3256 3347 3383 3474

3 3258 3349 3385 3476

38 3338 3429 3455 3546
39 3340 3431 3457 3548
40 3342 3433 3459 3550
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MKEMAGiC
There's quite a few very good reasons
why you shouldn't fiddle about with the
mike supplied with your rig, including
obvious ones, like they were both
designed by the manufacturer to work
with each other... However. CBers will

be CBers and sometimes mikes go
wrong, or get broken, so there are
circumstances when a replacement
mike is in order. Now that the lecture is

out of the way. let's take a look at three
new mikes from Pama. By the way. sorry
to disappoint anyone wishing to sound
like a Dalek. or pretend they're
modulating from inside a sewer pipe,
these mikes have no special effects,
and one. at least, might even make you
sound a little better.. ,

First away is the DMC-520 - all yours
for £8.95. or less. It's a straightforward
replacement mike - it uses a standard
dynamic microphone capsule with an
impedance of 500 ohms and frequency
response of 200Hz to 5kHz, It has a
normal PIT switch, mounted on the
left hand-side of the case. It

comes unwired, without a

plug, but it uses the
standard four-wire

connection and 4^^
switching system of
yellow (mic), black
(Rx). red (Tx) and
braid (shield). 4^ ^
A connection

diagram

^  is supplied,
w ^ Performance

^ ̂ might401^ ^ % expect from a
%  bog-standard mike

\  - perfectly adequate
A  for the job and compa-

,  fAr tible with 99% of all rigs.
If you simply insist on

making yourself heard - or at' ^
least, have an uncontrollable urge to fj

make loud noises then the DMC-531 |
power mike may be for you. By now you ' \
should know that power mikes are not
going to increase the output signal from
your rig - they don't work like that. What
they do is to increase the amplitude of
the output signal from the microphone,
in the hope that it will increase the
modulation level of the transmitted

signal. Sometimes it works quite well,
other times it simply distorts the voice,
especially if the level is turned up too
high. There are a few circumstances
where a power mike might prove useful;
distant copies are a typical example,
where the extra 'punch' could make the
difference between being heard,.and
getting lost in the mush. Around town it's
probably not going to do a thing for you,
except maybe distort your voice.
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Three inexpensive mikes from Pama
for your perusal this month -

Saul Wright reports

With that in mind the 531. which will

cost you around £12.95. does its job. It's
certainly a more purposeful-looking
design than the 520 with an unusually
long PTT bar that occupies nearly
three-quarters of the side of the case.
Amplification is provided by a
two-transistor circuit. mounted on

a PCB inside

the case. The

will sell for around £13.95. It's a classic

teardrop design, somewhat reminiscent
of the K40 - it certainly feels pretty
substantial. The reason why was
revealed during an internal examination
- a hefty metal weight is bolted onto the
inside of the case ... It's sold unwired.

without a plug, and uses a six-wire
connection system.
The microphone capsule is a high-

quality design, a definite
improvement over the usual

'  inserts used in CB

mikes. According to
Pama they're

'{m : ' quite popular
Iw / r with

/

ype that fits into a compartment on the
rear of the case. The gain is variable, set
by a tiny thumbwheel protruding from
the top of the moulding.
The 531 comes ready-wired with a

standard 4-pin mike plug. How well it
works depends to a great extent on the
type of rig it's used with. We tried it on
several different models - it seemed to
work best (distort least), with Uniden and
Midland designs.

Finally we have the DMC-53B which

professional PMR users and radio
amatuers. The reason is plain to hear,
speech quality is very good, crisp with a
balanced tonal range and without the
usual 'tinniness' of the cheaper dynamic
and crystal microphones. This is one
mike that will almost certainly improve
the audio quality of almost any rig.
You can get more details on any of

these mikes from: Pama & Co, Pama
House. 433 Wimslow Road. Withington.
Manchester M20 9AF. 061-445 8916.
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Starting out in the strange
H m ^ elcome to the world ot Citizens' Band
I ML K radio! If you have just bought a radio
I MW m and are starting to get acquainted
■ W I^F with OB. or if you are considering using OB
MM mm radio as a hobt}y or to assist your personal
"  communications, then read on.
Citizens' band radio started in the United States way

back in 1958, when the Federal Communications
Commission (the American equivalent of the British Radio
Department) introduced the two-way radio service for
personal and business communications. The idea was
that a small business could fit a transceiver into
their office, pick-up truck, warehouse across town, or
wherever, thus providing a quick and relatively

M

Q Oh u
5  7 9
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world of CB? Paul Coxwell offers a few hints

inexpensive way to send important
messages. On a similar basis a family
could install a radio in their home, or car,
their shack down by the river, and so on.
Portable hand-held radios also allow

communication between hikers,

construction workers, forest rangers, or
members of a family having a week's
break up in the mountains.

Citizens' band radio was therefore

intended to be a short-range (up to
about 10 miles or so) radio service for
anybody to use, without the need to
pass a technical examination for an

avoid traffic pile-ups by giving advance
warning of bad conditions. With petrol
getting harder to find CB became an
important part of life for many who spent
a great deal of their time on the road.
Throughout the same period people

had also started to realise that CB radio

was also a good way to "meet" people.
Along with the message passing that the
service was intended for there were a

growing number of talk clubs - people
just chatting for the fun of it, either
because they were lonely, or couldn't
get out of the house much, and other

CB radio in the United Kingdom, and
people started asking why there couldn't
be a similar service in this country.
Many demonstration marches were
organised, some took place, and
discussions started in Government

circles. Fed up with the long wait, a good
few thousand people had started
bringing American CB radios into the
country and using them illegally. A 1968
law specifically prohibited importation of
such equipment, so transceivers were
smuggled into the country in various
ways.

amateur radio licence or pay out
expensive mobile radio licence fees.
Whilst the service was officially
designated as Class D, it is now more
usually known as 27 megahertz. 11
meters, or just Citizens' Band. The two
former designations both refer to the
waveband that is allocated to CB radio,

and are two different ways of expressing
the same thing.

Hobby use of CB
Originally every licence issued was also
allocated a call-sign, which was to be
used whenever a call was made on the

radio. All units operating under the same
licence (such as that purchased for a
family) would use the same call-sign
with a "Unit 1," "Unit 2," "Base," and so
on added to the end. Transmissions
could therefore be identified both to

other units of the same licence and to all

other users of the band. The 23

channels allocated to CB were planned
so as to allow some for use only by units
operating under the same licence, and
others for use between different

call-sign users. An emergency channel
was also established (the well-known
channel 9), with many police
departments and highway patrols
monitoring for urgent calls.
Although use of CB radio grew

steadily, it was the succession of fuel
crises that caused a boom in the 1970s.

Drivers of both cars and trucks had

realised that CB radio could help them
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similar reasons. Band planning was
becoming a thing of the past, and the
FCC soon had to increase the number
of channels from 23 to 40. The previous
restrictions of which channels could be
used for what purpose were dropped,
with the exception of the emergency
channel. In the time since then the band
has veered more toward a hobby and
away from the originally intended
personal radio service. Call-signs have
been formally discontinued, as very few
people were still using them, in favour of
a nickname known as a "handle".

Meanwhile, across the
ocean ...

The late 1970s saw a growing interest In

Finally, after a few miles of red tape,
the British Government decided to
officially introduce CB radio in 1981. The
equipment authorised in Britain is not
quite the same as that used in the
United States, Canada, and many other
countries throughout the world, but it is
very similar. Basically it works on slightly
different frequencies (but still 27
megahertz nevertheless), and uses a
different method to carry voice signals
on a radio wave.

At the same time a CB service on an
alternative waveband was also
introduced. This is the 934/81 service,
so called because it operates in the 934
megahertz UHF (Ultra High Frequency)
band. This has so far seen much less
use than 11 metres, attributable to the

Adjust your
antenna with
a SWR meter

27



higher cost of equipment, the poorer
range under certain conditions, and
because 27mHz was already well
established.

The final stage of CB development in
England came recently, when the
Government introduced yet another 08
standard aimed at bringing all of Europe
onto the same system (an aim unlikely
to be met for a long time, if at all). This
"new" system has been In use
throughout many European countries for
a good few years, and is based on the
original American system, but with slight
differences. If all these different

standards seem confusing, they are! To
set the record straight, and provide you
with an understanding of the various
systems, you must learn some technical
jargon,

CB systems
First of all let's take two terms you will
frequently hear - AM and FM. AM is
short for Amplitude Modulation, and
without getting too boring it is simply one
of several ways to make a radio wave
carry your voice across space. This is
the earliest of the forms of modulation

used, and has been the backbone of
radio since the first voice signals were
ever radiated, FM however, is Frequency
Modulation, and is another way of
performing the same basic task of
persuading a radio wave to carry your
voice. The original American CB system
uses AM, as do several other ountries.
The 1981 British CB service and the

European service, commonly
designated CEPT, use FM, The two
forms of modulation are not very
compatible with each other, so you need
an AM radio for AM signals and an FM
radio for FM signals. Fairly simple so far.

In practice you shouldn't have too
much trouble. If you're in the United
States you will buy a transceiver that
uses AM (or a derivative of AM called
Single Side Band), and if you're in
England you'll use FM. All transceivers
made to the British 1981 specification
will have a stamp on thelront panel that
says "CB 27/81" or "CB 934/81." That
will tell you that the radio is FM. The
latest CEPT sets are marked "PR 27

GB", American transceivers should

have a plate on the back that states that
the radio complies with FCC regulations,
or words to that effect.

The next point to realise is that
channel 1 isn't always channel 1, and
channel 40 isn't always channel 40! The
radios now used in.most countries have
40 channels. In other words you can set
a dial to any one of 40 different positions
and have a different conversation on

each. For two people to talk to e3ch
other they must be on the same

28

channel. In most countries this situation

is fine, but in Britain we have some more
confusion to add. The original British
system introduced in 1981 used 40
channels that were totally different to the
American system (and every other
system in the world). The CEPT system,
now legal in Britain, uses the original
American 40 channels however, so we
have two sets of 40 channels that at no

point coincide. The 934 megahertz
radios are entirely different again, and
have 20 channels available on them.

The choice of which band to use

depends on several factors. In terms of
technical merits there is very little
worthy of consideration between CB
27/81 and CEPT. The latter has tighter
technical standards, but these were

mainly aimed at reducing interference to
other users rather than directly affecting
performance of the radio as far as the
user is concerned. If you are about to
establish a point-to-point
communication system, such as for
three parts of your family in different
homes in town, it is of little importance
which system you use, so long as all the
radios are designed for the same band
(they don't have to be the same model
of course).
The CEPT channels are quieter than

CB 27/81 in many places in Britain, and
thus offer less interference, but CEPT is
subject to far more interference from
strong European signals, which are
prevalent for a great deal of the time. If
your budget can stretch to it, 934mHz is
a good system for many people in this
position. For technical reasons the band
does not suffer interference from

stations many hundreds or thousands of
miles away, except under the rarest of
circumstances, so do the two 27mHz
bands. The cost of equipment is the

main deterrent to this system however,
along with the need for very careful
installation to achieve the best results.

The equipment designed for 27mHz Isn't
quite so fussy, and is therefore a little
easier to successfully install.

For those interested In local chat or

talking afield to the rest of Europe,
27mHz is probably your best bet. The
CEPT radios will have no trouble

receiving many European stations
during favourable conditions. Various
parts of Britain seem to have different
proportions of people using the two
British 27mHz bands, so local advice
should prevail, unless you can afford
two transceivers!

A guided tour
Now's the time for a quick trip around
the controls of a typical CB radio. Not all
radios will have everything listed here;
you should choose a set based on what
facilities you actually need.

On/Off/Volume. You shouldn't have

too much trouble with this one! It works

exactly the same way as the volume
control on a television set. You should

note however that the volume control

only affects incoming signals. It has no
effect on the volume of your
transmission.

Channel Selector. Used to select

one of the 40 possible channels found
on a radio. Older sets had an illuminated

dial that shows up a particular channel
number, but most all modern radios use

an L.E.D. display, similar to an electronic
calculator. Some radios have dispensed
with the rotary control and use a pair of
push-buttons to move up or down a
channel at a time. This is a facility you
could probably well do without, because
the rate at which channels advance

A typical homebase
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seldom suits any one person, and such
radios sometimes revert to channel 1 or

some other channel every time you
switch them off. This can get to be a real
nuisance if you have a favourite few
channels and like to stick to them.

Microphone Push-to-Taik Switch.
The regulator microphone supplied with
CB transceivers has a button or bar

down one side. You press the switch in
and hold it to switch to transmit and talk,
and release it to listen again. Remember
that CB is not quite the same as using a
telephone. On a telephone both people
can speak at the same time and be
heard. It's no good trying to talk to
someone on CB white they're talking to
you - they won't hear you! With just a
little practice you'll soon get the hang of
pressing the button when you speak and
releasing it afterwards.
Squelch Control. You'll find a

squelch control on virtually all CB
radios. It is intended to mute the

background noise and hiss when no
signal is present. There is always a
certain amount of background noise,
even on a completely free channel, and
on FM systems (including the British
system) you'll hear a fairly loud
continuous hiss when no other signals
are present. Turning the squelch control
slowly up until this noise cuts out should
eliminate it, causing the set to go silent
when nobody is talking. The
characteristic burst of noise you'll hear
just after someone stops talking will
soon become a good indication that it is
your turn to speak. If you advance the
squelch control further clockwise, you
will gradually cut out weaker signals as
well as noise. The higher you set the
control, the stronger a signal must be
before you will be able to hear it. At
maximum you hear only very strong
stations. The squelch control comes in
handy for eliminating unwanted
conversations from miles away, and for
cutting out all distant stations when
waiting for a call from a close-by station.
Signal Meter. The small meter found

on most mobiles, almost all base

stations, and sometimes on portable
hand-held units serves a dual purpose.
While you're listening to the set it shows
the strength of the radio signal being
received. The dial is usually calibrated
from 0 to 9, then as +10, +20, and
+30dB. The reasons for this seemingly
strange numbering are technical and
historical, and really of little importance.
All you need to know is that the higher
the needle goes, the stronger the radio
signal is at your set. Someone just half a
mile away may indicate 9 on the meter
for example, whereas someone from
eight or nine miles away may indicate 3
or 4. You shouldn't place too much

reliance on the meter for determining
how far away someone is however,
because the strength of a radio wave is
affected by many things: the type of
antenna used at each end, the location
of the other station, surrounding objects,
and so on. On transmit the meter usually
shows your output power, thus
indicating that your transmitter is
working, although the reading is very
approximate. Some of the latest sets use
a line of small LE.D. lights in place of a
meter (it's cheaper!), but the principle is
the same.

Tone Control. If provided, the tone
control may be a rotary type, but is more
often a two- or three-position switch.
Just set it to the position that sounds
best to you. Like the volume control, the
tone switch only affects incoming
signals, and will have no effect on your
transmitted signal.
ANL or Noise Blanker. ANL stands

for Automatic Noise Limiter, a device
designed to reduce such interference as
automobile ignition circuits. You'll find
ANL fitted to AM radios only, because
FM circuitry by the way it operates
automatically limits such noise anyway.
A noise blanker is often slightly more
effective, and blanks out noise impulses
rather than just trying to limit them in
level. Noise blankers may be found on
either AM or FM radios. Transceivers

that don't have an ANL/NB switch on

the front panel often have some noise
limited built-in permanently, so check
this in the specifications. Mobile
installations, or base stations close to
localised sources of interference such

as busy main roads or factories will
benefit from noise blankers most, but the
quality of the blanking circuitry varies
from adequate to almost non-existent.
PA Switch. This provides a Public

Address facility, and is found on many
mobile transceivers. The idea is to

connect an external speaker on the roof
of your car, or behind the front grill,
switch to PA, and then use the
microphone to broadcast advertising,
control crowds, or whatever. The normal
transmit and receive of your radio is
temporarily disabled, so you won't be
radiating your voice as a radio signal at
the same time. Handy if you need it, but
hardly an essential.
Channel 9 Switch. This doesn't add

anything to your radio that isn't already
there, but it provides a quick way to get
to the emergency channel without
turning the channel selector. To most
people in any real emergency it would
be just as quick to select channel 9 on
the regular dial, so the switch is of little
use.

Channel 9 Priority Switch. This is
different to the above item! Some radios

A handy
handheld

are capable of monitoring channel 9 at
the same time you are listening to
another channel. If a signal appears on
the emergency channel the set
immediately switches to it for you to
hear any emergency call. Be careful of
radios advertising channel 9 priority
when all that is really meant is that the
switch selects channel 9. Strangely, no
British radios have yet appeared that
support channel 9 priority switching.
Microphone Gain. Colloquially

referred to as "mic gain". This is one of
the few controls that will affect your
transmitted signal. It is basically a
volume control for your microphone, and
will only rarely be turned back from
maximum if you are talking to someone
close-by who complains that you sound
much louder than everyone else. A
properly adjusted transmitter will never
allow your voice to be so loud as to
cause interference to other users, so

unless you use a special microphone
known as a "power mic" you'll have little
need for this control.

High/Low Power Switch. This switch
is usually only found on British radios
designed to the 1981 specification,
because the specifications required
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them. High power is the 4-watts output
that almost ail CB radios provide, and
low power is one tenth of that value. If
you have a power attenuator such as
this you should switch to low power
when talking to someone close-by who
is receiving you strongly. This will
reduce or eliminate unnecessary
interference to someone else using the
same channel some distance away, and
therefore helps ease channel conjestion
around cities and other areas of high
activity. On a hand-held radio running
from batteries, the lower power setting
will considerably extend the life of the
batteries.

RF Gain or DX/LOCAL Switch.

These control the sensitivity of your
receiver, or how well it receives signals.
Radios with a DX/LOCAL switch are

generally used set at DX (a radio
abbreviation meaning "long distance")
so that the weakest signals can still be
heard. If you have an extremely strong
signal nearby it can overload your
receiver and cause distortion, so
switching to LOCAL to reduce the
sensitivity of your receiver can
sometimes help. The RF Gain control is
the same thing, but with continuously
variable gain rather than two fixed
settings. You can also use an RF Gain
control or switch to eliminate unwanted

weak signals from far away, or to reduce
background interference when listening
to relatively strong signals. Most people
never turn their gain controls down from
maximum, which does not always give
the best results.

AM/USB/LSB Switch. Found only on
radios that incorporate Single Side Band
(SSB) operation. This is a neat way ot
fitting two conversions into the space of
one. A regular AM signal has two
sidebands, upper and tower. Switching
to SSB eliminates one of these, along
with the signal called a carrier that is
radiated as well. You can therefore have

one conversation on, say, channel 35
Upper sideband, and another on
channel 35 Lower sideband. You can't

have someone using channel 35 AM as
well, because the AM signal would
interfere with both SSB signals, and vice
versa. Some manufacturers claim 120

channels (40 AM, 40 USB, and 40 LSB),
although the radio us still strictly
speaking only 40 channel. The
advantages of SSB are more
conversations per chunk of radio
spectrum, an improved range due to
better efficiency, and a certain amount
of privacy from people who only have
AM from listening in. Disadvantages
however are the'increased cost of

equipment, and the need to carefully
fine tune a signal to be able to

understand it properly SSB is not
allowed in Britain or most European
countries.

Delta Tune or Clarlfier. This is to the

CB world what the fine tuner on a TV set

is to television. American SSB radios will
always have this rotary control, because
SSB signals always require a certain
amount of fine tuning to make the voice
intelligible. The control should be slowly
rotated until the voice comes in clear

and at the right pitch. Modern AM and
FM radios seldom require any such fine
tuning, but some sets provide a control
to allow good reception of anyone
whose transmitter is a little off

frequency. Some sets may have a
three-position switch in place of a rotary
control, thus offering a fixed amount of
tuning either side of centre. Leave the
switch at its middle position, or rotary
control at midway for most contacts, and
don't worry if your AM or FM radio
doesn't have one!

Dimmer. Usually found only on radios
intended for mobile use, the dimmer
control is meant to reduce the

brightness of the lights on the
transceiver for night-time driving. One of
the great mysteries ot mny CB radios is
why the switch (or sometimes rotary
control) often dims the channel readout
but not the light for the signal meter,
which is much more troublesome at

night. Anyway, you probably won't miss
having a dimmer control unless you
drive a lot at night with the CB on and
can't stand bright lights.

and are intended to be fixed in one of

the same locations, under the dash
being a favourite spot. These sets are
designed to run from a standard 12-volt
car electrical system, and have a
separate microphone on a coiled cord.
When looking for a mobile set bear a
few points in mind. Firstly, make sure
your intended set can be physically
fixed in a suitable location - don't buy
the radio and then discover it's an inch

too long or too wide! Some mobile radios
offer a vast array of controls on the front
panel, but how many are actually
necessary? If the radio is to be used
while driving, then a bare minimum of
controls is the safest bet; you don't have
time to fiddle with six knobs and 28

buttons.

Base stations come in slightly larger
boxes, and are intended to run straight
from your regular wall outlet. They
sometimes offer extra goodies, such as
built-in clocks, and even a timer to
switch the radio on or off at a given time.
Many people prefer to use a mobile
transceiver in conjunction with a 12-volt
power supply, this being considerably
less expensive than the purpose-built
base units. The base stations are

generally exactly the same circuitry
inside as their equivalent mobile models,
with the addition of a power supply, so
you won't be losing anything by taking
this approach in most cases. Some base
units may offer better receiver circuitry
than their mobile counterparts, so
inquire about the particular models you
have your eye on before parting with
your hard-earned pay packet.

POWER SUPPLY

SOUO STATE fiEGUtATED DC
2d0» SOMj input
13 3v OUTPUT.
3 AMP REOULATeO
5 amp surge

Types of radio
That then, has covered most of the
controls you are likely to find on your
average transceiver. Mobile radios look
pretty much like your regular car radio.

Finally, hand-held units. These usually
have the microphone built-in the case
itself, and are small enough (just) to be
held In one hand. They run on batteries,
which they consume with a rather
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voracious appetite! Unlike mobile and
base units, hand-helds sometimes offer
less than the full complement of 40
channels. For point-to-point
communication this is no big drawback,
and two or three channels is ample.
Most radios of this type allow you to
change the preset channel numbers by
buying and plugging-in different crystals,
but do check before buying if the factory
channels are not to your liking.
The other main variation is portable

transceivers is the power output level. A
few are designed to give the full level
limit of 4 watts, but many operate at 2
watts, or even half a watt, to save
battery power. If long range is essential
to your use of a hand-held unit, go for
one with the full output. If you continually
use it on transmit however you'll find
that the battery pack doesn't last too
long, so the high-power hand-held
radios'are suited to occasional usage.
Leaving the unit switched on in receive
mode, with background noise eliminated
by the squelch control is acceptable,
because the radio uses very little power
in this state.

Antennae
An antenna, or aerial, is an essential
part of your CB installation. Many of the
transceivers themselves vary only
slightly in terms of quality of
performance, but the antenna can make
a whole world of difference. It is not only
the antenna itself that affects overall

operation, but also the way in which it is
installed.

For mobile use you'll need to mount
an antenna on your vehicle's bodywork
somewhere. The basic antenna is a

quarter-wave ground plane type. You
needn't worry about what the technical
terms actually mean, because the
subject of antennae and wave radiation
is extremely complicated, but at 27mHz
a quarter-wave antenna is around 102
inches long. The mount at the bottom
bolts through a hole on your roof or
bumper, and the antenna proper is a
"whip" made either of steel or copper
wire embedded within fibreglass. The
latter is actually a few inches shorter for
a complex technical reason. It is
unfortunate that for best performance
the antenna should be mounted in the

centre of your roof, because eight or
nine feet of whip above your car is a
little awkward. Mounting on a side
fender reduces performance slightly (but
not really by a noticeable amount), but is
still difficult with a full-length whip in
certain conditions. For that reason,

antennae are made which are physically
shorter, but constructed with a coil in
them so that they are electrically still the
same length. These are not quite so
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efficient as a full-length whip, but are a
reasonable compromise between size
and performance. Such antennae may
go down as low as 3ft, but you should
avoid shorter types for 27mHz work, as
they are extremely inefficient, and
suitable only for very short range.

If you don't want to drill holes in your
car's body, you can try a number of
other options, none of which are quite as
good however. A gutter clamp screws to
one side gutter of your vehicle, and
requires little installation. Magnetic
mounts are designed to stick to the
middle of your roof by way of a strong
magnet in their base. These mounts are
very handy for moving a transceiver
between two or more vehicles, but they
are not as good in performance as eiher
gutter clamps or direct mounting. Once
again, it is a case of meeting a
compromise between performance,
cost, and practicality.
As an alternative to using a separate

antenna for your CB, you can buy a
coupler device to enable you to use
your existing car radio antenna. You can
also buy couplers for using a single CB
antenna for both CB and regular radio.
You really should only consider these if
it is absolutely essential that you avoid a
second antenna, because performance
is likely to suffer badly. At all costs avoid
the cheap unbranded devices found in
many shops.
Base station antennae can be made

more efficiently, simply because they
can generally be larger than mobile
types and mounted higher. The general
rule for base antennae is the higher the
better - within reason of course. The

largest base antennae are, by
comparison to mobile types, monsters.
Just about the best type is a 5/8-wave
antenna. This runs in at around 22 feet

upwards, with three or four radial pieces
at 9 feet each extended from the bottom.

Such an antenna mounted at 20 or 30

feet above ground, particularly on a
good high part of the terrain in your
immediate vicinity, gives good results.
The next antenna down (in size) is a

half-wave type, at about 18 feet in
length. Many half-wave antennae are
extremely easy to install, consisting of
four or five tubular sections that clamp
together and a simple mounting bracket
for a pole. Some types of half-wave
antenna are centre-fed, and have a
mounting bracket half way along their
length. These are ideal for screwing to
the side of a building, and consist of 9
feet of rod extending upward and 9 feet
downward. Unfortunately all of these
types of antenna are illegal for CB use in
Britain, for reasons best known to the
authorities (and even that's doubtful!)
The next type of antenna (how many

more?!) is a quarter-wave, just the same
a those used on cars. Because the

antenna needs something that will
conduct electricity below the vertical
rod, they are fitted with three or four
ground plane radials at 90° to the
vertical whip. These take the place of
the metalwork of a vehicle. These

quarter-wave antennae can be
physically shortened in the same way as
mobile types, and efficiently decreases
in exactly the same way. British

(Above) Make life easy with an
extension speaker

regulations only allow the use of such
"loaded" antennae, i.e. those fitted with

a coil and not exceeding a certain
overall length. Many countries also have
a height restriction an antennae, if not
directly by way of radio regulations by
way of building codes. As these vary
from region to region you should check
before planning a miniature Empire
State Building in your back yard!
The final general category of base

antenna we will mention is the "beam"

type. These can be likened to a car
headlight, and direct your signal in one
direction rather than scattering it equally
in a complete circle. They can therefore
be used to Improve your communication
range in any given direction, but at the
expense of greatly reduced range in all
other directions. Beam antennae are

commonly employed for fixed point-to-
point communications over distances
greater than those achieved with simple
omni-directional antennae, and also

help to reduce unwanted interference
both to and from other users of the

band. You can also buy an antenna
rotator, which allows a beam to be
quickly adjusted to any given direction.
This scheme gives you the advantage of
a beam antenna with the ability tp direct
your signal in any given direction. Many
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countries place limitations on the size
and height of beam antennae, and
Britain bans them altogether, which is a
great pity in such a crowded island as
ours.

Installation

Having chosen your transceiver and
antenna you will want to get on with its
installation. We'll first cover mobile set

ups.

The mobile radio transceiver is fitted
in the same way as many regular car
radios. Common locations are under the

dash or on a parcel shelf. You should
ensure that all the controls be reached

easily from the driver and/or passenger
seat (depending on how the radio is to
be used), and that the microphone cord
will reach the required position without
being stretched tight. At all costs make
sure you securely fix the radio to the
shelf or dashboard. This is important
both for physical safety and for good
performance, make sure that the set
itself, and none of its wiring (including
the microphone!) can in any way
interfere with the normal activities of

driving.
Run the double power lead away from

the back of the radio and locate a

suitable power source. Virtually all cars
made in the past 20 years are negative
earth, but you should check if uncertain,
Look at your battery connections and
note whether the large bare strap to the
chassis comes from the positive or
negative battery terminal. If your positive
terminal is connected to the chassis you
have a positive-ground vehicle, which
can cause problems. Many modern CB
radios are designed to be fitted in either
type of car, but some will only work with
negative-earth types. If you have a
positive-chassis car ask the dealer you
purchase your equipment from whether
it is suitable or not.

Before starting work on the electrical
system of your car it is best to
disconnect the battery by removing the
"hot" side cable from the battery
terminal (i.e. the wire that doesn't go to
chassis - usually positive). Assuming a
negative-chassis vehicle, you need to
connect the negative (black) line from
the radio to chassis. Any good solid bolt
through the metalwork should suffice,
but do make sure it really goes to the
chassis of the car and not just some
metal trimmings. Scrape the metal
surrounding the boll clean with a knife,
and do use washers to clamp the wire
down tight without cutting it.

Next you need a positive power
terminal to feed the radio. This may be
one that is live all the time, or feed
through the "accessory" position of your
ignition switch. Splice the red wire onto
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this point using a screw-connector block
or similar device. You should always
retain the in-line fuse holder that is in

your CB radio's power cord. That fuse
protects both the set and the wiring from
faults, damage, and possibly fire. If your
power cord doesn't have a fuse in-line,
either go back to your dealer and get
one that does, or tap the wire onto a
point that is already protected by a
suitable fuse, such as your car radio
supply. You should have no more than a
3-ampere fuse to protect the
transceiver.

If your car is positive earth you should
naturally connect the red wire to chassis
and the black to the live power source,
but you should also transfer the in-line
fuse to the black wire. If you're not used
to such fiddly operations it's best to
have your dealer do it for you when you
told him you had a positive-chassis
vehicle, Leaving the fuse in the red wire
in such installations is just as bad as
having no fuse at all, so don't do it!

Next, the antenna. The best fixings
demand a hole in your bodywork, which
should be carefully scraped clean
around its edge nefore fixing the mount.
This is to ensure good electrical contact
between the antenna mount and the

car's chassis. The coaxial cable must

then be routed back to your transceiver,
avoiding any very tight bends that may
crush the cable. If running the cable
through the engine compartment try to
avoid going near any ignotion cables, as
these can introduce interference.

If you have to drill holes in bulkheads
it is best to fit them with a rubber

grommet to stop the outer sheath of the
cable fraying on the bare metal edge.
With gutter mounts you should scrape
the area of the rain gutter that the
clamp's bolt will screw onto, again to
ensure a good electrical contact. It is
common practice to run the coaxial
cable down the inside of the door frame,
secured with thick parcel tape. You
should be very careful if attempting this
that the continual opening and closing of
the door will not gradually wear the
cable, or crush it. Use a back door if at

all possible, or the passenger door in
preference to the driver's door.
Magnetic mounts are really best

suited to temporary installations, and
these too usually entail running the
coaxial cable through a door jamb or
window. Again be careful that the cable
will not be crushed or otherwise

damaged by the door or window.
Having routed the cable to the radio,

and screwed, clipped, or otherwise
attached the antenna whip to the mount,
there is just one more stage before you
are ready to use your installation: the
antenna must be properly adjusted
using a device called an SWR meter. 11
really isn't very difficult, and a great deal
of mystique and nonsense has arisen
over the years. Ignore the garbage you
will hear on the air about SWR (Standing
Wave Ratio), and just do the following.
Buy. beg, or borrow an SWR meter with
a patch cord (a short length pof cable
with a plug at each end). Using the
patch cord connect the transceiver to
the socket on the meter marked

"Transceiver." "Radio," or something
similar. Plug the antenna cable into the
other socket (labelled "Aerial," "Ant."
etc.). Switch on the radio and advance
the volume control a little. With a bit of

luck you will hear a few signals, but if
not, turn your squelch control fully
counterclockwise, and your RF gain (if
any) to maximum or DX, Try a quick
scan through the channels to see if you
can receive anything. If so, you've
probably done everything right so far,
but if not won't worry!

Select channel 20 (or if someone
close by is talking there try 18,21 or 22),
set the switch on the SWR meter to the

position marked "Forward" or
"Calibrate", and press the bar on the
microphone to turn on your transmitter.
As quickly as possible rotate the
adjusting knob on the meter so that the
needle indicated full-scale (usually
marked "SET"). Set the switch to the
"REF" or "SWR" position and note the
reading on the meter before releasing
the microphone button. If the meter
stays up at the high end of scale
(usually marked in red) you've probably
done something wrong, so go back and
check your installation carefully against
the instructions provided with the
antenna. If the needle dropped below
the 2 on the SWR scale, you probably
don't need to make any adjustments.
Repeat the full test on channels 1 and
40, and note the SWR readings there. If
they're both below 2, disconnect the
meter, plug the antenna straight into the
back of the radio, and away you go!

If your readings are above about 2,
you need to make an adjustment to the
length of your antenna. This is usually
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achieved by a small sliding tip at the top
of the whip, or by sliding the whole whip
up and down in the coil at the bottom -
your instructions and common sense
should show you which. Move the whip
up or down by about half an inch, then
repeat the SWR readings, if the reading
goes up you've moved the whip the
wrong way, so readjust it in the opposite
direction, if the reading goes down, keep
moving the whip the same way until the
SWR reading is as low as you can make
it. Check the reading on channels 1 and
40. and if it is below 2 at both, you're
finished, if you can get the reading down
to 1.5 on ail channels you've done well,
and have a perfectly good installation.
Throughout this adjustment procedure
you should only switch the transmitter
on (by pressing the microphone button)
for a few seconds at a time until the

reading is below the red portion of the
meter's scale, if no amount of

adjustment will get the reading down out
of the red section, you've probably done
something wrong. Some of the
commonest problems are badly-wired
coaxial plugs, and incorrectiy-instaiied
antenna mounts. Recheck everything
and try again, incidentally, the coaxial
plugs used on CB equipment are very
difficulty to connect if you've never done
it before, so it is best to have your dealer
or other radio veteran wire them for you.
The slightest strand of wire out of place
can stop all that expensive equipment
from working, and can even damage it,
so beware.

Finally, make sure that all the wiring is
neatly clipped out of harm's way where
it cannot foul the steering column, gear
shift, or pedals.

Base installation

All the comments in the proceeding
section apply to base station installation.
One important point regarding base
antennae is that they are liable to be in
extremely windy positions. For that
reason any support mast should be
securely fixed and guyed so that it will
not come crashing down in the first
lOnph breeze it encounters. Be sensible
about your own limitations, and enlist
some help in the form of several hefty
marines to help hoist your antenna up.
And for the ten-millionth (but not the
last) time: Stay away Irom ANY
overhead cables! Don't place your
antenna or mast anywhere where it may
come into contact with overhead cables,
either during installation or in the event
of it toppling In a storm.
The coaxial cable from the antenna

(you did connect it before hoisting It 30
feet into the air, didn't you?) should be
taped or otherwise clipped to the mast
so that it will not flap around in the wind.

Make sure that the connection to the

antenna is adequately weatherproofed,
otherwise you'll find water seeping into
the cable and literally rotting the copper
awayl it is generally a good idea to run it
at least fen feet downwards before

coming off at an angle to enter a
bedroom window or shed. If you need to
have the cable suspended over a
reasonable distance, use a steel or
strong nylon support cable. This will
relieve strain that would otherwise

gradually damage the cable. Run the
cable into your home through a hole in a
window frame, or other suitable location.
You should leave a small loop of cable
hanging down outside to prevent water
running down the outside of the cable
into your woodwork.
The adjustment of base antennae if

pretty much the same as for mobile
types, except that many base antennae
are of a fixed length and cannot be
adjusted. These types should still be
checked with an SWR meter, and if you
get a reading up in the red it probably
means you've either put something
together wrong on the antenna, or
you've wired a plug badly. Base
antennae that do require adjustment are
usually set while just a few feet off the
ground. The readings will change
slightly when the whole unit is raised,
but it should not be by a significant
amount. If you are in a country that
allows the use of beam antennae you
will find the adjustment considerably
more complicated, or it is very likely that
you will require some assistance from a
knowledgeable person.

In use

Your final use of CB radio is dictated by
your requirements, so we will refrain
from the usual explanation of CB slang,
which is both irrelevant to

personal/business users, and in
declining use with many others. The
following guidelines will help you get
best results whatever your reasons for
using CB.
When speaking, try to hold the

microphone about 6in. from your mouth
and speak in a normal voice. Avoid the
tendency to either mumble or shout -
neither help. Don't forget that only one
person can talk to the other at a time; as
long as you keep your PTT button on the
microphone pressed in you won't be
able to hear anyone else.
Respect the conventions of certain

channels: the three to be careful of in

Britain are channel 9, which Is reserved

for emergency use only, channel 19
which is used by many travellers on
main roads, and channel 14 which is

used as a calling channel in many
areas. Some districts may have their

own peculiar calling channels, so ask a
friendly local if you're not sure.

Don't use a channel if there is

obviously someone else close-by using
it. You'll only succeed in causing
interference to each other, so move

somewhere else. There is no priority
service of who can have which

channels, and the convention is simply
that whoever is on a particular channel
has the "right" to it until they move
somewhere else or switch off. That said,
it is extremely difficult to find free
channels in some areas, so there must
be some compromises. Two people
from miles away can hold a
conversation on the same channel as

you if you're just talking to someone up
he road, so if you all establish that
nobody is causing any drastic
interference to each other, just turn up
your squelch to eliminate the distant
conversation and carry on.

In conclusion

It is impossible to describe everything
you may need to know in an article such
as this, so our intention has been to give
you a taste of what is in store for you.
There is no substitute for the help of
someone who has been using CB radio
for a good many years, or a
knowledgeable dealer. As with many
things, if in doubt, ask.

Further reading (ask your local CB
dealer:

The UK CB Handbook. Alan Ainslie.

CB Radio - Questions and Answers.

Fred Judd.

CBer's Handy Manual of Base Stations.
Edward L. Safford, Jr.
The Screwdriver Expert's Guide. Lou
Franklin.
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COMMUNICA TION THE

WAY
More names and addresses from QSLers all over the world,
courtesy of David ShepherdsonRather than run through all

I  the details of forthcoming
' events this month, I want

to cover some information

on a few clubs and other

topics and so I'll try to hit
the high spots regarding events now.
and refer you back to last month's copy
for fuller details. Over the weekend of

May 19th to 21 st the Quebec Delta
Sierra Group of Brechin are holding a
sponsored modulation in aid of the
Townhead Nursery Special Shoo! for
Handicapped Children. Any help for this
cause would of course be appreciated.
On Saturday May 20th there's the

Tango Papa (83) Group's Charity
Eyeball 1989 held at the Floral Hall,
Southporl. There's an admission charge
and also a council charge for car
parking. All proceeds to the Club's
chosen charity.
On Sunday 21 st May, the Southern

Counties Eyeball is held at the Oakdene
Holiday Village (off the A31). June 3rd is
the date for the Sierra Tango Club's
Eyeball being held at the Rhyl Football
Ground from 10,30am. Over the

weekend of 3rd and 4th of June, the
Mercia OSL Club of Coventry are
holding their Fifth Eyeball at the Sports
Centre for the Disabled. Tile Hill,
Coventry. All proceeds to go to the
Sports Centre. It starts at 7pm (Sat) with
a meal and entertainment, then on

Sunday club and trade stalls,
competitions, raffles. "Dutch Auctions"
etc.

Over the weekend of 10th and 11 th

June the Sea Smugglers are holding
their "do" at the Granville Hotel, Sea
Road. Bexhill on Sea, admission 50p per
day with Saturday night entertainments
(£1). The following weekend (18th) the
1989 Sheffield Charity Gala and Eyeball
is held at the British Steel Sports Ground
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on Bawtry Road. Tinsley (near junction
34 on the Ml).

Next is the Kilo Mike Eyeball (June
25th) at the Kirby Muxloe Sports
Ground. Ratby Lane. Kirby Muxloe,
Leicester. Into July with the 7th South
Coast Eyeball held at the Portslade
Community College, Mile Oak. between
10.30am and 5.30pm on July 16th. On
the 30th July the Bravo Bravo (Beach
Breakers) Group are holding their Beach
Eyeball on Soulhport's beaches.
The Tripe City 3rd Eyeball is held at

the Barton Village Hall, on the A6 near
Preston on 19th August between 10am
and 5pm. The North Wales Breakers
2nd Annual Charity Eyeball is to be held
in the Bodelwyddan Community Centre
and field, just off the A55 close to
"Marble Church" over the weekend of

9th and 10lh of September from 11 am to

5pm. Over the same weekend, the
Whisky Mikes are holding their annual
eyeball at the GWR Sports Grounds,
Valis Way. Ealing. London. September
17th and 18th are the dates of the

Warwick Kingmakers' Social Evening
and Eyeball held at the Warwick Race
Course and. like the Whisky Mikes',
overnight parking is available.
News in from the Solway Firth is that

their Mega-Weekend runs from Friday
29th September through to Sunday 1 st
October, though it could very well spill
over into Monday! The event is held, as
usual at the Southerness Holiday Village
and. again, all the caravans available for
hire have been taken! At the time of
writing there are still some places left as

Whiskey
Charlie

D.X. Group
P.O. Box 14
annagh N.I

Op
73s, 51s, 88s

W.C
q.S.L. 100%
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AERONAUTS OF THE AIRWAVES

t:o stia^ion:

dated:

timed :

QRM—QRN—QSB

AA:0^0
this operator —

tK/rx_UMJ.Q,ejvl.
power _U.WAXr5_ -
antenna

microphone

base ■ mobile O marine O

S"! &S8's

thank

^°"for O'S'O
QSL—TmX-PSE

OX CLUB

temsVo'cnnV"',

Club concerned endosTng rS '
postage for their reply,

havp^dlo^ clubs which

SsteS w,^ ̂ °®'F'Sng^lTnyone
Iht O , concerned. The first isthe Cooks,own CB Club of CounV
Tyrone which was formed in 1982 and
has around 40 members at the^L

SArdrnrntorn&

UK°i current address oMhe.he la"So,;e",r^'"° Group'nMnl' :
The final Club for just nowistfie

Pullfnga^OsL/membere''^ac^^^
J7ore?,err,;t;::rn^^^^^
£"p;orp'"cr,?:^Secretary) a line at the PO Box a'ddress

any QSLerrofoTH?®° '

i#SSSS
for the long wait! had been ^

experiencing. An absolutely massive
CITIZENS'BAND JUNE 1989

package was forced through mv
(thankfully) recently enlarged letterbox

trom the Isle of f^tlanSorting through it, and i'm still doina that
now weeks after it came, I foundTha if

=S=»Leri (Len /he Zen, or lust "7pn"\ t.
sent me details on all the iolyl dubs
tourist information on the Island and

ManXnlsill""'

RnvaTp^ Obviously theRoyal Ramsey to which (UK mainland^
membership costs £5 fof whiSf l7u nit

number. ID card. 10

the^oM anrl^f ■ package abouthe loM, and extras as available which

SOUTH WALES

O. Box 2

B

Oy

EV 077
MB.D77
VR 070

TMDOTT

s\erTa hravo 07/

Len, RO. Box 77, Douglas, tsle of Man
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-SWPPER"

!?«)! 1 EBC 05
QSL isle

of

man
73'8 ♦ sra

RO.Box 39
Ramsey
's'e of Man

MMMubPETERBOROUGH, PE4 6CH. UX
P.O. BOX 37

could include such things as stickers,
key fobs etc. A club stamp is also
available at £2.50 extra. For loM

members and, I'm sure, for visiting
members, the Club has a very active
social calendar with treasure hunts,
indoor target- shooting, bowling, slide
shows and a summer barbecue. During
the winter months the Club and the

Douglas Club have an on-going Sports
Challenge for a shield. The Club also
takes part in sponsored fund-raising
events. Other clubs on the island,
though unfortunately I have received no
information directly from them, include
the following: The Mike Bravo Social
Club of Douglas, South Side Breakers of
Castletown and the Isle of Man CB Club

of Douglas. If you are interested in
joining any of these clubs, do drop them
a line and ask. Please remember return

postage and wait and see what comes
back.

By the time you read this, we will be
well into the season of Eyeballs and 1
hope 1 will have seen some of you at
one or two of them "up North" and
hopefully by next month I'll be able to
run through a few of the names, cards
and addresses I picked up while out and
about. Already this year I've been to the
Eyeball at Stanley, Co Durham, around
about now I'll be at Southport and In a
couple of weeks down at Kirby Muxloe
in Leicester. So for now, a few more
names and handles, cards etc, then I'm
going to get ready to go to the next
Eyeball!

First up, a tremendous bundle from
Adrian {Hunter) of the India Tango Club
in Ipswich. Adrian also asks me to pass
on his thanks to Private Eye, Puzzle
Lady and Norman for all their hard work.
A pile of Currie Cards in from Tom
{Marathon Man 2) of the Sierra Lima
Club in Aldershot. A superb "hot-foil"
card by Sharp Graphics in from Bob
{Skipper) who asks for a mention but
also stresses that he QSLs only on QSO
(radio contact). He also asks if 1 could
mention the service that Sharp Graphics
gave him when he recently re-ordered
his card. He posted his order to them,
they contacted him with a suggested
improvement and printed and delivered
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QSLer Addresses:

Len {Len the Zen) PO Box 77. Douglas, Isle of Man
Adrian {Hunter) PO Box 30, Ipswich
Puzzle Lady, Private Eye PO Box 30, Ipswich
Tom {Marathon Man 2) PO Box 55, Aldershot. Hants GU11

7YX

Box {Skipper) PO Box 37, Peterborough PE4 6GH
John {Quadman) 20 Causeway Road, Seaton,

Workington. Cumbria CA14 1PJ

QSL Club Addresses:

Aeronauts of the Airwaves

Cookstown CB Club

PO Box 525, London N20 OUN
PC Box 59, Cookstown, Co. Tyrone,
Northern Ireland BT80 82T

Isle of Man CB Club PO Box 77, Douglas, Isle of Man
Kilo Mike DX Group PO Box 1. Kirby Muxloe, Leicester
Mercia QSL Club PO Box 158, Coventry CV6 6BD
Mike Bravo Social PO Box 98, Douglas, Isle of Man
Mile Oak/South Coast EyebalISS Oakdene Cres, Portslade, Sussex
North wales Breakers

Quebec Delta Sierra Group
Radio North Sea Int'

Royal Ramsey DX Club
Sea Anglers

Sheffield Charith Eyeball
Sierra Lima DX Group

PO Box 35, Prestatyn, Clwyn LL19
9YH

PO Box 3, Brechin, Scotland

PO Box 91, A-1037 Vienna, Austria
PO Box 39, Ramsey. Isle of Man
PO Box 139, Bexhiil on Sea,
E Sussex TN40 2AF

PO Box 275, Sheffield S2 SHY
PO Box 55, Aldershot, Hants GY11
7YX

PO Box 8, Rhyl, Clwyd
PO Box 15, Kirkcudbright. Scotland
PO Box 8, Castletown, Isle of Man
PO Box 27, Romsey, Hants
PO Box 13, Southport
PO Box 14, Accrington, Lanes
PO Box 17, Barnstaple, Devon
EX32 SDR

PO Box 10-5. Warwick CV34 5GX
PO Box 2. Treharris, South Wales
CF46 5YA

PO Box 14, Armagh, Northern Ireland
PO Box 23, Brentform. Middx TW8
9NF

When writing to any QSL club or firm, always include return
postage to assist with their reply, it does help. Please also mention
that you saw their name In the CB Mag. thanks:

Sierra Tango
Solway Pirates
South Side Breakers

Southern Counties Eyeball
Tango Papa (83) Group
Tripe City Breakers
UK Int' radio Group

Warwock Kingmakers
Welsh Valley DX Club

Whiskey Charlie DX Group
Whisky Mike DX Group

CITIZENS'BAND JUNE 1969



his cards within 14 days regardless!
I think that I can just squeeze in a

quick browse so, for a change, this
month's Browse Through a Club's
Package concentrates on a club from
outside the UK. I would hate to say just
when this was given to me but It's been
a while! Apologies to John {RNI 002) for
the delay. Cost of membership to the
Radio Northsea International DX Group
is 10 of your own personal QSL cards,
each signed and dated along with 10
IPGs (International Reply Coupons)
which are available from your local post
office. For this you should expect your
RNI unit number and certificate, 25
mixed clubs QSL cards, a colour
viewcard of Vienna, and Austria tourist
info. Also, you get something called a
"Hias" which I believe translates to a

"Nice doll for your collection". This was
missing from the review package and
was supposed to be sent on later, but
probably due to the delay in fitting this
review in, hasn't yet come! In addition to
the above, the package also included a
pen and box of matches with a club
sticker on each. There is also a number

of stickers of Austria as well as the club.

There were also a riumber of exchange
invites for other clubs, a DX certificate
and an envelope made out to the club
for you to contact them.

Well, once again that's it, no more
room, so I'll close with a reminder that if
you want a mention, either for yourself,
or for your club, please drop me a line.
For yourself, don't send a bit of paper
asking for a mention, send me your
usual OSL package which will give you
a far better chance of a mention. For a
club, please let me have some details of
the club and PLEASE, PLEASE do
include an up-to-date membership
application form so I can see what you
offer and for how much. If you have a
query which I might be able to help with,
or you require a reply, please do
remember to include suitable return

postage and whatever you do, please
send it to 3 Tarn Villas, Cowpasture
Road llkley. West Yorkshire LS29 8RH
and not via the magazine.

CITIZENS' BAND JUNE 1989

Q.S.L from
To Station HUNTER INDIA r. ̂

TANGO / O

m

^y//

Sbnan

si:;-v.:

6ief fa Lima DX Gfcup
PO BOX 55, ALDe'rSHOT^HANTS
GU11 7YX. ENGLAND. U.K.

Qdirect Qeyeball

□skip Qswap
TO STATION

DATE
CHANNEL

□ PSEQSL O TNXQSL

Duke of Wellington Statue
Aldershol. Hants

QSL Services Addresses:

Currie Cards 89 Derwent St, Blackhill, Consett, Co
Durham DH8 BLT.
57 Moor St, Earl-sdon, Coventry CV5 6ER.,,
No, 2 Showfield Ind Units. Pasture Lane
Inc Est, Morton, North Yorks. (Send £2 for
sample pack & £4 credit towards order).
PO Box 3, Grangemouth FK3 9BD. (0324
473432).
Penybont, Gellilydan, Biaenau Ffestiniog.;
Gwynedd LL41 4EP, Wafes

Scottish CB News sheetc/o 'Arnail', Patison, Neilston, Glasgow
G7 SAT. One year's subscription E2.70.

Impact Graphics
Raymac Display

Sharp Graphics

Twrog PririLps,

When writing to any QSL Club or Firm, always include return ^
postage to assist with their reply, it does help: Please also mentipm

' .r that you saw theirname m the CB Mag. thanks. ' r'-V
'  - " . ' ' ' . ' P' %
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SHARMANS WHOLESALE

MAXON MX 1000
MAXON MX 2000

CEPT TYPE APPROVED
NOW IN STOCK

CEPT TYPE APPROVED
AVAILABLE SHORTLY

i1
OPEK 437
POWER MIKE

OPEK 452
POWER ECHO MIKE

OPEK 436
DYNAMIC MIKE

- THE RANGE OF QUALITY MICROPHONES
The CB ACCESSORIES featured above are just some of the range of
exclusive, quality products available from Sharmans. To obtain full
details of the above and other SW products, phone 061-834-9571

Now for immediate attention!

3 Bury New Road, MANCHESTER MB BFW.
Tel: 061-B34-9571. Telex: 665446 SHARMA G.

Fax: 061-B35-3579

STRICTLY TRADE ONLY
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GUILDFORD COMMUNICATIONS
Supplying CBers since 1979

MOBILE RIGS
Midland 77-104 £59.95

Midland 77-805 £89.95

Moonraker Minor £59.95
Moonraker Major £84.95
Moonraker Master £69.95
DNT Contact 40 CEPT £79.95

MOBILE ANTENNA
Sirio

DV27 £7.95

T-27 (with cab & mnt.) £10.95
T2-27 (with cab & mnt) £11.95
CT-27 (mini centre load) £13.95
Modulator

Thunder Bolt £7.50

Super T/Bolt £8.95
Long Coil £10.25
Mod Super II £14.75
Black Widow £29.95

Valor
24" Dial-a-Match £8.95

48" Dial-a-Match £10.75

60" Halfbreed £10.75

Warrior £11.75

BASE ANTENNA
1 /2 Wave

5/8 Wave

Thunderpole II
Thunderpole III

MICROPHONES
K40 Dynamic
Altai Replacement ,
Sadelta MR1

Sadeita MP2

Sadelta ME3

Sadelta MB4

.. £9.95
£10.95

£19.95

£22.00

£16.50

.. £4.95

£15.75

£21.95

£33.95

£23.95

Mail Order
QNTY DESCRIPTION PRICE

P+P

Guildfford Communications, total
£2.50

GUILDFORD, Surrey GU2 6AF.
Tel: (0483) 505756

W.

TRUCK KING 4th EDITION

1989
By the time this Magazine appears our ALL NEW 1989
CATALOGUE should be Hot off the Presses!

★ 64 Pages containing thousands of CB Products and
Truck Accessories, illustrated and fully described.

★ Details of many seleaed Discount Items including
! Radios.

r Extra Cash Saving Vouchers on Special lines.
★ Details of clearance and discontinued lines

at Prices Too Good To Miss!

Please send me (Number of copies) of your
new 4th Edition 1989 Catalogue.

Plus

Lots Morel

NAME

ADDRESS

The Most Comprehensive and Detailed
Catalogue ever of CB Radios and Truck Goods.
MAKE SURE YOU RECEIVE YOUR COPY.

Enclose CHEQUE/P.O. for £2.00 payable to;
TRUCK KING and send it with the coupon to:-
TRUCK KING, 320ST. ALBANS ROAD, WATFORD WD2 SPG.

I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £2.00 (per copy) payable to TRUCK KING,
Dept. (CB6), 320 ST. ALBANS ROAD, WATFORD WD2 5P0.
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Queen Street,
Kirton Lindsey,
S. Humberside
DN21 4NP

Tel; (0652) 648378
OPEN: Mon.-Sat,
9.30-5.30. Sun.

10.30-5,30
Thurs. evenings 7-8
Closed Wednesday.
Open evenings by
appointment.

Q. WHY DO SO MANY PEOPLE BUY CB
EQUIPMENT FROM US?

A. BECAUSE WE HAVE POSSIBLY THE LARGEST
RANGE OF CB EQUIPMENT IN THE COUNTRY
AND A FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE. SECOND
TO NONE.

OUR REGULAR STOCK INCLUDES:
65 TYPES OF MOBILE Af^NNA

35 TYPES OF BASE ANTENNA

35 TYPES OF MICROPHONES

45 TYPES OF MOUNTS & BRACKETS

25 TYPES OF RF AMPURERS
50 TYPES OF PLUGS & CONNECTORS
30 TYPES OF SWR & TEST METERS

30 TYPES OF CB TRANSCEIVERS
60 TYPES OF COMMON CB SPARES
30 TYPES OF LEADS & GABLES

AND MANY MORE NON-REGULAR STOCK ITEMS
AND SPECIAL BUYS.

SEND S.A.E. FOR PRICE LIST.

C*B* RAdio
& MODEL 0279

HOBBIES 418817
PARNDON MILL (LANE)
HARLOW, ESSEX. ^

MAIL ORDERS WELCOME Jg
STOCKS INCLUDE:-

(UK FM RIGS)
Moonraker Major ........£85
Moonraker Minor ........£59

Jesan KR200 ....£85

Maxcom 30E .. . £79

Uniden 200 .... £90
Uniden 100 .... £79

Colt 295 ....£69

Jesan 5005 .... £79

Midland 7.7104 ....£65

Midland 77805 ....£95
DNT Transit ....£65

Maxcom 7E ....£75

Maxcom Talkback

21E ... £65

Harvard 404 £72

Audioline 342 .  , £69

Sonic 868 .... £55

(UKCEPTRIGS)
Alpha 4000 ... £195

Alpha 4002 . £175

Uniden 450E ... £115

Zodiac 144 .  . £140

DNT Scanner FM ... £105
Uniden 400 £85

DNT Contact 40 £59
Hi-Tec (Handset 40) ... £65

Cybernet 934 Delta 1 £350

HAND SETS

Jesan/Moonraker/Sonic
£65

Various used rigs in stock

TWIGS:-

Sirio2012 £75

Sirio Tornado £45

CTE Spacelab Va £47
CTE (Sigma 4) 150 £57
Telex Silver Rod £35

GPA V2 . £12 T-Pole II £20
GPA Va . £13 T-Poie III £22

Silver £17

Mobiles Galore from £17.50MICS GALORE (all types)

★ REPAIRS ★ ACCESSORIES ★ SPARES ★

TELEPHONES, ANSWERPHONES. IN-CAR STEREO.
RADIO CONTROLLED MODEL AIRPLANES. HELICOPTERS.

CARS. BOATS. HOVERCRAFT. ROCKETRY

^ MOm SHOPS fH TH£ U-fC-

A SUBSCRIPTION IS ONLY A CALL AWAY...

What could be a better way of
keeping up to date with the latest

r  news and developments in the world of
C.B., than by ordering a direct subscription
to 'CITIZENS BAND', delivered direct to your

door each month.

We've now made ordering a subscription easier than
ever before by calling our CREDIT CARD HOTLINE.

Simply give us a call, quoting your credit card details
and delivery address and we'll do the rest!

Remember, a subscription delivered to any address in
the UK is POST FREE, all overseas subscriptions include

postage.
Subscription Rates: UK £16.80: Europe £20.70: Middle
East £20.85: Far East £22.35: Rest of the world £21.10

or USA $36.00: (Airmail Rates on Request).

Telephone 0442 876661/4
Between usual office hours.

IBARCLAYCARD



ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE
CB radios, aerials and accessories

delivered to your shop. Contact for
price list.

Pama House, 433 Wllmslow Road,
Manchester M20 9AF.

only 3 minutes from M56 OPEN EVERY DAY. SUNDAY 10-2

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
DEALERS contact us today for very
fast, friendly service, competitive prices,
widest range and latest CB products.

Tel: 061-446 2437 061-445 8918
061-434 5701

Telex: 666762 PAMAGO G
Fax: 061-445 0978

Order Line; 0800 262963

BREAKER

BERKSHIRE

JONES RADIO
181a Oxford Road

Reading, Berks.
Tel: 0734 585416

Open: 9am-5.30pm. Mon.-Sat,

CORNWALL

RON'S SHOP
46 Lower Bore Street.

Bodmln Cornwall PL31 2JY.
Tel: Bodmin 0208 74569

C8 RADIOS and all ACCESSORIES

CORDLESS TELEPHONES and

ANSWERING MACHINES, RADIOS,
ELECTRICAL GOODS ETC.

Open; Mon -Sat. 9am-5.30pm.

DEVON

AGRIMOTORS
Merton CB * Radio Centre

Merton Garage & Post Office.
Merton. Nr. Okehampton EX20 3DZ

Open 6 days 9.30-5.30pm,
Thursday early closing 1pm.

Specialists in 934MHz suppliers of all
27MHz and 934MHz and amateur

equipment
Tel: 08053-200

FOR DETAILS

OF RATES OR

COPY DEADLINES

CALL THE CB

CLASSIFIED

DEPARTMENT

CAMBRIDGESHIRE CORNWALL ESSEX HAMPSHIRE

Tower

Communketion

Everything for the 27MHz &
934MHz CBer, Radio Amateur

or SWL.

* First Class Sales & Service *
11 High Street,

Haddenham, Cambs.
Tel: Ely (0353) 740306

CHAT BACK CB CENTRE
FULL STOCKS OF 934MHZ & 27MHZ
AMATEUR RADIO — PMR & NEW CEPT
CORDLESS PHONES — REPAIRS

Opening Hours; Mon-Fri 9arT>-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

Easthltl, Tucklngmlll, Camborne,
Cornwall TR14 8QL.

Tel: 0209-715773

WOODFORDCB CENTRE
528 Chigwell Road, Woodford

Bridge, Woodford Green.
Tel: 01-504 9652

We offer a full repair service and rig
conversions. We will match any

genuine advertisedprice.

LARGE RANGE OF CB EQUIPMENT

Open Tues-Sat 10am-5pm

BRLAKLR'S W^^IRLl)
2 High Street. Bordon. Hants.

We are the experts in
communication.

Full range of CB and
accessories in stock.

Fully equipped workshop for repairs.
Open 7 days a week
Mon-Sat 10am-6pm

Sun 10am-1pm. 04203-4684

CHESHIRE

PENKETH ELECTRONICS
&CB SUPPLIES

S Chapel Road, Penketh, Warrington

We are the CB stockists lor the
Cheshire/Merseyside area. Sales &
Service, Audio & Hi-FI Accessories.
Secondhand HI-FI bought and sold.

Telephone 092 5723282
Open9.30-5(except Wed&Sun)

DEVON

CB SALES
We guarantee that if we have it in
stock » you can find it cheaper
locally, we'll match/better the price.
Full repairs, modifications, services.

CB SALES, Stidson,
South Brent. Devon TQ10 9JT

Tel; 0364 73292 or 0364 73891

Open; 8.30-9.30 Monday to Sunday
Moil Order, lelophono enguines welcome.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

CHESHIRE DEVON

ELECTRONICS

CB SALBS & seewcE

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE.

COMPETITIVE PRICES.

OPEN: MON -FRI. 9flin-5piii
TELEPHONE & MAIL ORDER WELCOME

TEL: 045382 6710

SENDEl.OOFORLATESJ
ILLUSTRATED CA JALOGUE.

UNIT 38. UPPER MILLS.

STONEHOUSE.GLOS.

JUNCTION 13- M,')
FIRST RIGHT PAST THE SHIP INN.

TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF
ADVERTISING

ARE AVAILABLE
ON REQUEST
FROM THE

CLASSIFIED DEPT.,
ARGUS HOUSE.
BOUNDARY WAY,

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD.

HAMPSHIRE

LARGEST STOCKISTOFNEW

ANDS/HANDCBEQUIPMENT
IN THE CREWE AREA

CB37 BOI
IS ttid<Bewl(h Street!- ^
CreweCWI 4BS

Tel: 0270 588440 anytime

MAGGIE'S C.B. CENTRE
Open tOam-5pm.

Closed Wednesdays and Sundays.
Full repair service for all electronic
equipment including both old/new
frequency/ngs Scanners, aerials,

rigs etc. for sale.
63 Fleet Street. Keyham, Plymouth

Nr. HMS Drake PL2 2BU
Tel: Plymouth (0762) 563222
or workshop/answerphone

(07S2)569237

TO ADVERTISE

0442

66650

p. SQUIRE (ANDOVER) LTD.
19 Bridge Street. ANDOVER. Hants

Tel: 0264-52623

SPECIALISTS IN

CB SALES AND SERVICE
Very large selection of Rigs and

Accessories.

Repairs, and Services Reasonebie
prices. Expert Advice — Free.

open 8 30 to 5 30 lexcl Wed & Sun)
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ACCESSORIES

061-445 8918 061-434 5701
Telex; 666762 PAMACO G

Fax: 061-445 0978

Order Line: 0800 262963

WHOLESALE Giant range of CBs and
rxiQTQiQi iT/^DO /^D accessories, contact us today for
Ulo I niDU i Uno Ur OD very fast, friendly service.
All orders despatched within 24 hours, competitive prices, widest range
Orders in before mid-day guaranteed and latest CB products.
next day delivery. jel: 061-446 2437

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY ON REQUEST.
Rama House, 433 Wilmslow Road. Manchester M20 9AF Only 3 minutes from M56

HERTFORSHIRE

934MHI 27MHz
Largest selection of /vfa//
CB Equipment Order

''c Service
C Communications Cenire

37-39 Station Road, Rickmansworth.
Herts WD3 1GP

Tel: (0923} 775577/770634
Mon.-Sat. 9am-6pm

Wed 9am-1 pm and 3pm-6pm

LONDON

HENRY'S
Scanners and

CB Radio in stock.

Catalogue SAE 30p.
404 Edgware Road,
London W2 1ED
01-724-0323

Open 6 days a week

NORTHAMPTON

EARLS BARTON CB SHOP

Engineers
FULL RANGE CB EQUIPMENT

SERVICE AND REPAIRS

Open Monday — Friday 9-6
Saturday 9-5

Sunday 10.30-12.30

36a OODDINGTON ROAD
(STD 0604) 810000

OXFORDSHIRE

WMODULATIONS

COMMUNICATIONS

62 Wootton Road.
Ablngdon, Oxon.

0X14 1JD

Tel: 0235 • 21400

Open: 6 days Mon-Sat
9-5.30

Instant credit facilities Agents for
934 MHZ Wtiolesale, Retail and

NEW CEPT CB NOW AVAILABLE

RG ELECTRONICS
For all your C.B. equipment

Established seven years

Open six days Men — Sat
HP Terms available

For Mail Order Catalogue send two
19p stamps to 66 Oxford Street,

Whitstable, Kent CIS 1DG.

Tel: 0227 262319

m mms.
Of copy

mourn,
RAJBiAND

BfRtes oiicoums
OW 666S0

NORTHAMPTON SHROPSHIRE

tlVE WIRES
For all your CB Requirements

Repairs - Installations
in Car Audio & Car Alarms

Cellular Telephones.

0604 812145
34 The Square, Earls Barton,

Northampton.
Mail/Telephone

Credit Cards Orders

LES EVANS ELECTRICAL

CB CENTRE

Unit 7, The Brewery, Wem.
Tel: (0939) 32090 (24 hours)

New and Used CB's
Large stocks of Ariels^^

^Accessories

Prompt Repair Service

LANCASHIRE NORTH HUMBERSIDE SURREY

SHOP
1 St James s Road, GravBserid. Kent DA11 OHF.

GfBvesend S6717I

FOR ALL YOUR

COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS
CB. RADIOS. AMATEUR RADIO

ACCESSORIES

Inst^lation & repairs
* METAL DETECTORS *
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

"communicate with confidence"

m

LONDON

ALPHA'S CB CENTRES
224 Balaam Street. London El 3

Tel: 01-471 5589
Open: Mon-Sat 9am-7pm:

Sunday10am-2pm

ALSO
EX ZULU/ONE/FOUR.

132 Leylonstone High Road. El 5.
Tel: 01 -555 8045. Open; Mon-Sat

9am-5.30pm.
T/A Balaam St. Motors

TIGERS CAGE

CB SUPPLIES

FOR ALL YOUR CB NEEDS
MAILORDER WELCOME

Open: Mon-Sat 9am-6pm
Sun 9am-4Dm

343, Chorley New Road,
Norwich, Lanes. Tel: 0204 68218

CB EXCHANGE
For rigs, accessories,
sales and service

Part exchange welcome

Tandy authorised ^
WC dealers "JB
^ 47SSTAINESRD.,
^ BEDFONT, MIDDLESEX ̂
(Nr. Barclays Bank) TW14 BBL

01-890 0900

WE RASeLY CLOSE

BREAKER ONE NINE

CB CENTRE
414 BEVERLEY ROAD. HULL

Tel (0482) 447560
LARGE SELECTION OF NEW AND
SECONDHAND CB EQUIPMENT.
FULL RANGE OF_C.E.P.T. RIGS
AVAILABLE
EXCELLENT
REPAIR

SERVICE

NORFOLK

BAYEOMANS + SO(M
ESTAaUSHEO »965

Lowest prices in UK or refund difference
Mobile Aerials from £2.99

Base Aerials from £9.99
3 amp Power Supply from £9.99
Used CB from £19 99
New CB from £45.00

Scanners from £49 99
CB Aerial Plugs 40p
CB Microphones from £4 50
65 North Waisham Road. Norwich.

Tol: 426294

u n

1  /

D.X. CENTRE
CB Sl ACCESSORIES
137 Windmill Road,

Croydon.
Tel: 01-684 7457

Mon.-Fri. open till 8.00pm
Sat. open till 6.00pm

TO ADVERTISE

TEL: 0442 66650
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ACCESSORIES

&

Tel; 061-445 8918 061-434 6701
Telex: 666762 PAMACO G

Fax: 061-445 0978
Order Line: 0800 262963

WHOLESALE Giant range of CBs and
i^iMVQiQi |T/%no accessories, contact us today for
UloiniDUIUno Ur oD very fast, friendly service.
All orders despatched within 24 hours, competitive prices, widest range
Orders in before mid-day guaranteed and latest CB products.
next day delivery. jel: 061 -446 2437

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY ON REQUEST.
Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF Only 3 minutes from M56

BREAKER

SURREY

Baron
The CB Specialist
Rigs - Twigs and olher Bcis

Supplied and Repaired
Phone BOB on (0932) 336010

(24 Hour Answer phone)
Mobile on 0860 826166

WILL MAIL AT COST,
ACCESS it VISA CARDS WELCOME
PC Box 88. WEYBRIOGE. KT13 ORT

SOMERSET

COOPER + HOLMAN
COMMUNICATIONS
_ 15 North Street,
^  Crewkerne,
Somerset TA18 7AL
Tel: (0460) 76312
Mail Order available

YORKSHIRE WEST YORKSHIRE

EMPRESS TRADING CO.
THE He. t C.B. SHOP

WIDE RANGE OF MGS & TWIGS
All ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE,
"PART EXCHANGE WELCOME"
ALSO, 2 WAY TAXI AND T.V.

AERIALS, TELEPHONES, IN CAR
RADIOS AND ELECTRICAL GOODS.
ANY ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

TEL: (0274) 499340
564 Thornton Road, Bradford BD8 9NF

SUPERSUB CB CENTRE
John A. Dobbins Ltd
Bradford Road, A65Q,

EastArdsley, Nr. Wakefield
Tel: 0^2 524586

LARGEST STOCKIST OF CB
EQUIPMENT IN THE NORTH

(Trade and Retail)
Full Repairs Service

Mail Order

SURREY SUSSEX

GUILDFORO

CB

Surrey's biggest
stockists ol CB
equipmeni anb
accessories

Low prices, technical know-how.
Repairs, 934 and Amateur.
Cobras and Yaesu warned.

34 ASderehol Rd.. Gulldtord 574434

SURREY

154 tendon Road. HackOridge, Surrey
Ot $47 4758

SOMERSET

TRAVELLING LIGHT
C.B. RADIO SPECIALISTS

Largest stocks in the area.

Repairs/Sales and Service.
2nd Hand Rigs Bought and Sold ...
Also phones, I.C.E. and much more.

Travelling Light. 19 King Street.
Frome. BA11 IBH. Tel; 0373 66281

Tho r.B.

roiilro
inrange Ltd, 6 Marine Court.
St, Leonards on Sea.
Tel: Ha8ting8{0424}44318S/442025

Open: Monday loSiturday 9.3'D-5,30

Retails Wholesale

YORKSHIRE

LCN BECCy
ELECTI20NICS LTD.

We monitor channel
0723-373914

or eyeball at:
147 VICTORIA ROAD,
SCARBOROUGH,
YORKSHIRE

WEST MIDLANDS B SOUTH YORKSHIRE |

LTD (Established 1963)
822/4 Kingstanding Road,
Birmingham 844 9RT,

Tel: 021-354 2083

G4RJM with 38 years m The RaOio
Trade Ham Equipmeni urgently

wanied Open: Mon-Sal 9-6
WE WELCOME ALL CB'ers

NSC^LTALKLAND

CREATING COMMUNICATION

Mobile Phones, Celinet/Voda-
fone - CB - PMR - Cordless

Phones - in-Car Telephones
17 East Laith Gate, Dencaster.
Telephone: (0302) 342277
Ponable; (0836) 660606

DO YOU OWN A
CB SUPPLY SHOP
IN SCOTLAND

OR WALES

N. IRELAND

NORTHCOn
ELECTRONICS

Northern Ireland's Largest
Citizens' Band Radio

Specialist
Radios. Scanners and

Phones,

Unit 21, In-Shops,
Northcott Shopping Centre,

Glengormley.
Tel: Belfast (0232) 342552

Open: Man., Tues.. Sat.
9.30am-5.30pm

Wed., Thurs.. Fri. 9.30am-9pm.

WHY NOT ADVERTISE YOUR CB SUPPLIES
IN CITIZENS' BAND MAGAZINE.

AA Off WRITE TO:VHr"fX ARGUS HOUSE,

[G) \ JLJLJLC A boundary way
^  0009U HEMELHEIVIPSTEADHP2 7ST7m
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ACCESSORIES

061-445 8918 061-434 6701
Telex; 666762 PAMACO G

Fax: 061-445 0978

Order Una: 0800 262963

WHOLESALE
DISTRIBUTORS OF CB

Giant range of CBs and
accessories, contact us today for
very fast, friendly service.

All orders despatched within 24 hours, competitive prices, widest range
Orders in before mid-day guaranteed and latest CB products.
next day delivery. Tel; 061 -446 2437

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY ON REQUEST.
Rama House, 433 Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF Onlv 3 minutes from M56

W/ 0442
66650

CLASSIFIED
Lineage: 58p per word including VAT

Minimum 15 words

Semi Display: £9.15 per single column centimetre
Minimum 2.5 centimetres

CB Classified Department,
Argus Specialist Publications, Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST.

ACCESSORIES
PERSONALISED

LEISUREWEAR
FOR SALE

* STOPPKSS • STOPPRESS * STOP PRESS •
"THE SHACK."

New acooiniM dr Burguiii Alttm O^sir'tuioc
* Specirf - Trutiiefs 4:t' sctrrn TVs & Offini Diteci>onji

VehM TV A«f tals *
Spfoit'st tofnporenls. /Cs Ifwstors. Cybttw S Un.dtfi

cvndfos. sfieatefi. intffzomx newCB radios from
£4E Afseaofias all at duccuot pricas Adrafiaas testad on

Marconi23SS lea sal by D^'s leading iig doaoi
Rina PaiA (033217&0353 (inytiniel
THE SHACK. 231 Cailon Siraet

Sijnnrhill.D«rbyDE3 7flS.

MISTRAL CUB
Sancreed, Penzance TR20 8QW
GOOD SELECTION OF NEW AND
USED EQUIPMENT INCLUDING

SCANNERS. H.P. PART
EXCHANGE, ALSO CORDLESS
PHONE INTERCOMS. ALARMS,
Open 12-7pm Closed Sunday

Tel: 0736-63791 (ask for Geofi)

MINIMUM OnOER - ONLY
FREE DESIGN SERVICE

FREE CARRIAGE
Other Top Quality
Personalised Products

SpOftiShjrti Tin, L(9htm.
StKkcrt, Aptom, Its (ownt

Wrlie lot tttt colour Orochure to:

INTERPRINTDept.CB
CRAVEN ARMS,
SHROPSHIRE SY7 9NV.
FAX 0S88 676188

TEL: (0588) 673444

TO ADVERTISE IN CITIZENS' BAND
TELEPHONE: 0442 66650

200CH'S I MULTI-BAND -
ACTION RECEIVER
ICN-8342S HI-POWER

THE ENTIRE
LISTENING POST

« HI/LO/Alfl
* VHF S3.iaaMHi

CB27/g1 ♦ CtPT - 200
CH't

* SIGNALS OF: TOTAL CS.

HAU RADIO. UTILITIES *
« AIRCRAFT, EMERGENCY

CALLS. MARINE. LOCAL
2-WAY, TAXIS h MOREI

* SQUELCH. RUBBER'DUCK'

ANTENNA. EXTERNAL
AUDIO « DC JACKS.

* SUPER SENSITIVE* HAND

COMPACT

FREE CONFIDENTIAL
FREQUENCY
BULLETIN.

24 HOUR C-O.D.

CWO/COD 0388 763323

D'nect from: TAYLOR RADIO (D«fi. CB6)
Einiettw SltttL Ciook. Ca. Duthsn. UX y/

BAII'PIES

EAUaHONE

TWO D.N.T. Contact 40 rigs
C.E.P.T. approved with cell call.
Bargain at £150. Tel: 0621
741550.

NATIONAL

ORGANISATIONS

A.B.C.B.
(AMocUlion for Brftiih Citlxeno' Band)

'The National Organisation
Representing

Licensed Breakers

and Clubs

Large SAB for details to:
ABCB, PO Box 13, North PDO,

Nottingham NG5 ZDU

CLASSIFIED COUPON

CLASSIFIED COUPON
CITIZENS' BAND. CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT.
ARGUS HOUSE. BOUNDARY WAY. HEMEL HEMPSTEAQ HP2 7ST.

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No.

Private and Trade rate 58p per word (VAT inclusive) minimum 15 words.
Display box rate £9.15 (+ VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm).
NO CLASSIFIED REIMBURSEMENTS. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID,

Name

Address

Daytime Tel. No

Signature Date

□ FOR SALE □ QSLS □ WANTED □ KITS □ ACCESSORIES □ OTHERWISE STATE
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ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE
CB radios, aerials and accessories
delivered to your shop. Contact
for price list.

Pama House, 433 Wllmslow

Road, Manchester M20 9AF.

only 3 minutes from M56 OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY 10-2

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

DEALERS contact us today for very
fast, friendly service, competitive prices,
widest range and latest CB products.

Tel; 061-446 2437 061 -445 8918

061-434 5701

Telex: 666762 PAMAGO G

Fax: 061-445 0978

EQUIPMENT

GLOSSY QSL and Eyeball
cards. Many colours with
gold/silver/coloured lettering.
S.A.E. order form and samples.
Sharp Graphics, P.O. Box 3,
Grangemouth FK3 9BD. (0324)
473432.

QUALITY QSL'SI! Brilliant
cards, patches, stamps, cata
logue. S.A.S.E. Currie Inter
national, Derwent St., Consett,
Durham DH8 8LT.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE DEVICES,
Bug Detectors, Voice, Scram
bler, Directional Microphone.
Many others. SAE for list. Plans
Centre, Unit 7, Old Wharf,
Dymack Road, Ledbury HR8
2DS.

SPEaRUM COMMUNICATIONS
CB radios, accessories, spares and
possibly the most professional and
experienced service department in
the UK, Suppliers of kits and add on
modules. Send SAE for kits list to:

Unit B6, Marabout Ind. Estate,
Dorchester. Dorset.
Tel: 0305 62250

Open: 9-1. 2-5pni Tues.-Fn. 9-1. 2-4pm Sat.

SERVICE

MANUALS 1
TERMS AND

CONDITIONS

C.B. CIRCUITS MANUAL
Giant Collection of C.8. Circuits covers

over 100 different makes/models.

Only £5.00 POST FREE
Plus FREE catalogue Unique Repair
and Data Guides. Most equipment

service manuals supplied.
MAURITRON (CB). 8 Cherry Tree
Road, Chlnnor, Oxon 0X9 4QY.

TO ADVERTISE

IN CB

MAGAZINE CALL

MARION

BROWN

ON 0442 66650

EXT. 329

EQUIPMENT

C.B. EXCHANGE
Buy (Working or not) cash by return. Sell
fully serviced and aligned S.A.E. for

availability or Tel: (0253) 886632
Northwest House. Pouiton-le-Fyide,

Blackpool. Lanes. FY6 8BN.

COPY DEADLINE

FOR THE AUGUST

ISSUE IS 6th JUNE

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
TERMS & CDNDITIDNS

Our terms for now advertisers (semi-display
and lineage) are strictly pro-forma payments
until satisfactory reference can be taken up
(excluding recognised advertising agencies).
Cheques and P.O.'s should be crossed and
made payable to ARGUS SPECIALIST PUB
LICATIONS and sent together with the ad
vertisements to:

The Classified Dept.,
Argus House. Boundary Way.
Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST.

There are no reimbursements (or cancella
tions. Advertisements arriving too late for a
particular Issue will be inserted in the
following Issue unless accompanied by in
structions to the contrary. It Is the respon
sibility of the advertiser toensure that the first
insertion of every series is published cor
rectly. and corrections must be notified in
time for the second insertion, otherwise the

publishers will not accept liability or oiler any
reduction in charges.

All advertising sales are subject to Govern
ment Regulations concerning VAT. Advertisrs
are responsible lor complying with the
various legal requirements in force eg: The
Trade Description Act. Sex Discrimination Act
& the Business Advertisements (Disclosure)

Order 1977.

Full Terms S Conditions ofAdvenising
available on request.

WE NEED PROFESSIONAL

MOVERS
& DRIVERS

AS PART TIME
SPECIALIST SOLDIERS

We need movers (travel operators) and
drivers, particularly HGV who can organise
and transport men and equipment around
Britain and Europe.

it's a tough demanding job but very
rewarding.

if you have the right civilian experience in the
travel or freight business, have enthusiasm,
and enjoy a bit of excitement -

send the coupon today! Agetr'/^tou
Minimumcommitmerl 15 days camp and iv>o weekeixls pet year

I  71

HQ RCTTA (Enlislmenls). Pnnce William of Gtoucester Barracks.
.Grantham. Lines. NG31TTJ Tel: (0476) 67413 ext 221

Royal Corps of Transport TA^

QUALITY EQUIPMENT
FOR THE SERIOUS

GOLDEN fdf^i Ogrpv'
LANCE

5?nim..l55rnhix?jAu

CerTi(?lWe w'S I ijr'yirig coi<
o'«d pnrpKciMo vxkof

Q BLIOOO
GOLDEN

LANCE

.95.

^ Q LAZER
^£18.95

Q MINI GF
1:19.95

Minor C59 9S

MA>OR x?9.95

AAASTTR . C79 95

M'NI J7W/TAl<lE E39.95

MNlGP . . ... tl9.95
lAiER ANTENNA £10.95

SHYPLANE £16,95

% VMVf $aVCR ROD 06.50

H WM/f SILVER ROD £19 9$

GAAAMATWIN £16.95

WAVE £14 95

S WAVE £16 95

fM27 £11.95

OL GOLDEN IANC{7COO... £19.95
BA OOlOfN LANCE 1000.... £17.95

SUPER MISTRAL £9.95

w/TAtKiEs SET OF TWO

flREFlY £16 95

MIOCET £6.95

SUPER MIDGET £9.95
TWIN MIDGET £12,95
BuaWHfP £9.95
CAIFWHIP £8.95

*% TAXI ANTENNA £0.95
V. vwve TAXI ANTENNA £4.95

C/L MINI MAG ANTENNA £13 95
RINCOIOOP £3 95

COMPirE CunER MOUNT £9.95

DV. COMP GUTTER MOUNT £10.95
S02390UTTER WITH CA0U £10.95
LIMPET MAGNr £6,95

PIGMY MAGNET £7,95

S0239 MAGNET C9.95

RiG TRAYS £3.95
SPM toco £24.95
S.WR MHER £8,95

S.W.R /PWR METER C9.95

PR 35 PRE AMPLIFIER £19.95

L30 LINEAR £19.95

UOOUNEAR £39.95

\AMPGOlOPSU £39.95
\ AMP GOLD PS U £39.95
12AMPGOIOP5U £79.95

\ AMPPSU (6Sj £19.9$
♦, AMPPSU laS) £34.95
12 AMP PS U (IS) £75 00
NlCAOCMAROEH £795

CS-3 ECHQMICROPHONE £39.95

CS-4 POWER/ROGER 6LESP MKT £39 95
DYNAMIC MIC WITH PLUG £7.95

POVitR MICROPHONE £19.95

RET1ACEMENTM<S0PH0N€ .., £9.95

FUNKMASTER SF^XfR £13.95

POWER MIKE

Go

SEND TO MOONRAKEn* 39 Polltri Lane. Klin Farma. MIIIcmi Kaynea. Bucks. MK1I 3H0
TtltpHona: |0»Oa)2«OOMFti: (OeW) 26I1U Tklax: S26623 KNKIHTC.

— FMloga&fecldng
ADD £2-00.

-0tdcn0««r£30'00
e&PFREE.

I enclota cheguo / FO tor .payoble 1o Moonrokor yV i vain to pay ty

I  1 1—I 1—I—I 1—I—i—I—I—I—I 1—I i
VWQ (Tloci

PLEASE USE A SEPARATE PIECE OF PAPER IF YOU NEED MORE ROOM..^^_^_
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HEVflOn
MAIN DEALERS - THE WINNING TEAM

If its advice you need on any
aspect of CB radio, then
these are the people to talk
to.

Your nearest Nevada Main

Dealer below has been

especially selected for his
expertise. Call him now and
he will be pleased to advise
you. He also stocks the new
Team TRX 404 Transceiver

and Selective Calling
Unit... naturally!

AXDON TELEVISION

(PERTH)
0738-23753

BROOMKNOLL ELECTRONICS

(AIRDRIE)
0236-54580

IAN FISHER

(STANHOPE)
0388-528464

KNIGHTS

(KIRTON IN LINDSEY)
0652-648378

PAMA & CO

(MANCHESTER)
061-445-8918

RILEYS TV

(BOLSOVER)
0246-826578

CB SHACK

(MERSEYSlOE)
051-263-2010

B.A. YEOMAN & SON

(NORWICH)
0603-426294

T. HALL

(ASHFORDBY)
0664-81206

CB EXCHANGE

(BEOFONT)
01-890-0900

NORTH WALES CB

(CLWYD)
0490-82672

J. FISHLOCK

(BATH)
0225-27718

THE AERIAL SHOP

(SIOCUP)
01-300-5588

AGRIMOTORS

(MERTON)
08053-200

O.T.S

(LEIGH ON SEA)
0702-714330

HENRY'S

(LONDON)
01-724-0323

GUILDFORD CB

(GUILDFORO)
0483-505756

MODULATIONS

(ABINGDON)
0235-21400

UK DISTRBUTORS
NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS

PORTSMOUTH

0705-662145

INRANGE

(HASTINGS)
0424-715709
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^ C.\lQl'l-: xoisu: squelch system Ensuring
you hear only FM transmissions through the
Squelch and not inteiference.

-rV .4 St I{l\(:i:i\'i:n Using double crystal jilters
that drastically reduce co-channel interference
(Bleedoverj.

P- .4 Pl{()\ ISIOX FOR SELFCTIVE CALLIXG Using
'  our new SR316D Sel Call unit that simply plugs

into a socket provided on the TRX404.

> 4 Sl'V/7 C7//;/UU,K HOGEIF BLEEP

^A4 WATT TBANSMITTEH THAT
DELIVERS PUNCH'.

CAU SSSSSS SR 316 D

MATCHING SELECTIVE CALL UNIT - £59.95

AND ALL FOR JUST

IT'S

AVAILABLE FROM AUTHORISED

DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE UK

SIGNAL METER

2  5 7 9 VSQ RGR

TE7MTRX404

MUTE ̂

SS -
PR 27 GB

OFF ̂  OFF

•'VfTTY

PJIE I'RX404 27MHy. TRAXSCEIVER IS AVAILABLE IN TWO MODELS

MODEL TRX404UK. ON THE STANDARD UK CHANNELS

MODEL TRX404 FULLY APPROVED C.E.P.T. RADIO

MODEL SR316D MATCHING SEL CALL UNIT FOR BOTH MODELS

DISTRIBUTED IN THE UK BY:-

jiEvnofl
TEAM UP WITH THE BEST

189 LONDON ROAD NORTH END PORTSMOUTH P02 9AE TEL: (0705) 662145 FAX: 0705 690626



maxon
ADVANCING THE ART OF

COMMUNICATION

MX 1000

CEPT TYPE APPROVED. COMPACT DESIGN.

NIGHT ILLUMINATION. LAST CHANNEL

MEMORY RETENTION. SCANNING MIKE

(OPTIONAL). SPECIAL FEATURES ON REAR
PANEL INCLUDE: 2.5mm 'S' METER JACK, 3.5mm

PA SPEAKER JACK & 3.5mm EXTERNAL

SPEAKER JACK. LED S/RF METER.

VOLUME CONTROL INCLUDES

POWER ON/OFF. SQUELCH

CONTROL WITH PA

MX 2000

AWAITING

TYPE

APPROVAL

SPECIAL

FEATURES AS

MX 1000, PLUS:
INSTANT CHANNEL9

SWITCH. SCANNING

SWITCH. CB/PA SWITCH.

LO/DX PUSH SWITCH

IMPORTED & DISTRIBUTED IN THE UK BY

SHARMAN'S WHOLESALE

3 BURY NEW ROAD, MANCHESTER M8 8FW
:-vT


